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The ivrlter wlehee to express his thanks to those 
who have cooperated vlth him la this study* To the many boys and 
girls, some known and some unknown to him, who edited the Splendid 
school newspapers Investigated herein, he extends his thanks, respects 
and best wishes for success* He Is indebted for assistance to W« H« 
Ames, Fh* D., his graduate work advisor, and 5. L* Hbusman, Ph# D*, his 
professor in undergraduate days*
This work would not have been possible without the en» 
eouragement of Lois Troumbley, Principal of the Junior High School, 
Great Falls, Montana, and the help of the entire faculty in that school# 
The writer is also indebted to the authors and scholars who have un­
knowingly contributed to this work.
Throughout his graduate work the author received material 
and spiritual assistance from his wife. It was she who inspired him 
to do this work and helped in the organization of the manuscript.
The jMnXoT Reporter 
INTRODUCTION
The Reeaon for thla Nork 
The Junior Reporter» a manual for pupil* and guide for 
teacher* of Joumalism in Junior hi,%h aohool, constitute* the main 
part of this work# It was conceived when a teacher was assigned to 
the taak of starting a school paper in the Jtmior High School of 
Oreat Falls, Montana, and found hinself lost as to how to begin and 
what tnethod to follow* The •why*' of junior high school journalism
also crept into this teacher** mind in some of 11* more dubious moment**
The first steps were, naturally enough, i\ search through the 
school and public libraries for reading iiaterial on the subject, and
long talks with supervisors and principals* The former ylGlded little;
and the latter indicated that they knew what they wanted by way of 
results, but had little to offer by way of procedure* % e y  felt con­
fident* however, that the activity was educationally sound*
Among the reasons stressed by these local educators worst 
Journalism in junior high school should,
1* provide further for the recognition of individual differences, 
especially among superior students in Hxïglish;
&* give these children something extra in the way of character 
training, training In leadership, responsibility and vocation­
al exploration*
3* Improve the entire school** learning situation and social-
1
izing opportunities;
1. Horded after Leonard V* Koos, The Junior High School (Boston, 1927)
4. ooctlnu» luprov» t e pitpll, «cîiool cote uülty
2r*l%tloaahlpa#
It AOul<l 0#o j. tnat ony tat&olver who ima had a Xlttle training 
in journallam or eïo:v.o exx^rlonoe In that work, would n:>t find It 
an exeept 10rally diffXcuXt taak to edit a four paper and 
or&aBine a newapaper alub Goimlating of junior lloix echool ohlld*» 
ran. But the dlfflouXty will be readily reallzod if one consldam 
two faots* T?t« flrat '«as to do with the schooling level and 
aohlevezzents in "^llsh of junior H'^h school ptipila* ^;© second 
fact is that R.;ost of t e journalistic training; avutlsihle for 
tsaohors is on oolls'g%e arid )ULfsh school level* Uoth. of tl.cae 
pointe and their implications arc discussed hers*
Seventh g:rade puplle are fatdltar with the îm-e« of $c%%# parts of
Spt3seh, tmt the cocpl^tlon -)f that phase of t̂ rar.̂ iur work takes up
r.oat of the eov&nth school yoir* Ttlf̂'r.th tjrado pupils, well versed on
the parts of spoeoh, know not hi nbout verb con ju^^ntlons, have not
*%astL)red the three cases, und. have yet to Is introdv.ccd to complex
gramimtical constructloLS* Py the and of %L& eighth year, they bars
finished the grsnaewf L-ook, but it takes the ninth year to organise all
3this rw«ktcri&l iwto practical, usable fcm* It la not until the end
2* Kooe, op* oit*
3, Course of Study for Junior Kif̂ h Soliools of Montana, ~t&te repart* 
mont of fubllc Is truetlon (Helena, Mont*, 1934)
3.
of that year* that eoiapoaltioa work* suitable for limited comparison with 
journal!Stic standards* eaa be found*
%ith such material* youngsters* raw and unfinished* how can one edit 
a school paper? If journalistic principles and techniques are disregarded 
too much* the paper will be dull* meaningless* untimely and justifiable 
only in the actiTlty it provides for the children who take part in it*
This is too expensive for moat of our pupllo schools* and will not 
satisfy objectives XI and III given on page one* These objectives must 
be considered* since they arc part of the assignment given to the teache* 
mentioned here*
On the other hand* if one tries to follow journalistic principles* 
failure is imminent because the two primary requisites of journalism* 
accuracy and speed, are beyond the reach of junior high school pupils*
Bow can a school paper be timely* brimming with interesting* fresh* 
crisp news* if the reporters have to labor over their stories* searching 
the dictionary for spelling* and grammar books for correct English?
The Problem
All that has been written so far is an explanation of one teacher*s 
zoental reaction to a new problem* It narrowed itself to a simple problem 
statement I How may journalism be taught in junior high school* and how 
may a ssmall newspaper be produced?
The answer suggested itself as a sort of comprosiise between senior 
high school journalism and the kind of journalimn that junior high school 
children are capable of understanding* It is a r ethod carefully developed 
around an outline which was worked out after the above conglomeration of 
thoughts were finally cleared*
4.
Building the Outline 
The usual procedure in developing a new course of study or a new 
method of teaching is (1) to read widely on the subject to secure statis­
tics, author!tatire facts, and (2) to Incorporate the results of valid 
experiments into the finished product* This is usually followed by one's 
own testing; the study is then organized and presented*
In working out this method, the first step had to be omitted# The 
Intention to do It was there, but the reading mterlal was not. The text 
books, studies and experiments found In varying quantities In other school 
subjects are non existing In the case of jurdor high school journalism#
Even In the field of high school journalism a scarcity of material was 
4.
noticed# At any rate, too little authoritative rxaterlal was found to 
justify building a course around it#
^t was in trying to define junior high school journalism th t the 
lack of reference irmterlal was first noticed. Junior high school papers 
and magazines are sectioned In a few books dealing with school clubs, or 
student publications. It is usually listed as an extra-curricular activ­
ity in works on curriculum building, but neither defined nor described 
except as It applies to the serior high schools.
In a nuTtber of books, it was discovered that autliors do not choose 
to differentiate between the senior and junior high school# (hranted these 
are zx>w considered as "secondary schools", there is a difference in the 
purposes, the aiins and the functions of the two institutions. That differ­
ence has already been suggested as it applies to achievement in English#
4# George 0# knells. Student Publications. The Extra Curricular 
Library (New York, 19.50), p# v#
Being unable to begin in the orthodox manner, researoh took the 
form of a eoratiny of some of the exletant Junior high ecbools* To help 
in this study the following outline was first developed*
A* Is there such a thing as Junior high sohool Journalism?
1. Discover the extent of the activity by establishing an 
exchange with other schools 
2* Correspond with scholastic press associations*
B« Where may one find out about Junior high school journalism?
1* Look to the school papers themselves*
S* Study the references that are available*
C* What are these other schools doing about the activity?
1# Study the various school papers*
2* Compare them with what Is being done In senior high sohool 
Journalism*
a* Determine how much of the the senior high school work 
is practiced by Junior high schools, and what phases 
are apparently not practical*
D* Are the means employed In schools where Junior high sohool
Journalise exists. Justifiable la terms of the general aims of 
Junior high schools, as set up in this problem?
a* Accept the objectives outlined on page one,
b* Accept the objectives of high school Journalism where
ever they coincide w^th the aims, objectives end func* 
tiens of the Junior high school*
B« Bow shall the findings be evaluated in order to incorporate 
them Into a practical course or i#thod*
The beat method to decide the extent of Junior high sohool Journal* 
ism is to count the number of schools that publish newspapers* This 
task was too large for the purpose* But, it Was felt that letters mailed
at random would serve the situation* One letter was mailed to so e city
in each of vhe :orty*eight states* The cities were selected by the 
Journalism students who observed neither rules nor guidance In oklng 
their choice*
Thirty-five letters were received in reply, indicating an even larger 
number of Junior high school newspapers because a number of cities boast 
more than one Junior high school, each with & school paper*
6.
5
An exchange of 29 i^pere was finally established. Since then, 
five schools have sent papers to Great y alls seeking a place on the ex­
change list, and fixe Montana junior high schools were also added to the 
list*
In view of the haphazard method used in selecting the cities to 
which the eolloting letters were sent, the returns justify the conclusion 
that junior high school journalism la a reality, and tînt even if it is
not given its share of attention and space in educational literature, it
6is nevertheless practiced and has a vast following.
In addition the following figures were obtained from the National
Scholastic Press Association*
Nui^er of junior high school 
publications enrolled vflth the 
National Scholastic Frees 
A s s o c i a t i o n # 1930
Newspapers 44
Yearbooks 10
I'jigazlnes 12
1937-1938
Newsp pers
Mimeographed 17
Printed 82
99
Magazines
Mimeographed 4
Printed 16
20
5. The postage starp budget did not permit permanent correspondence with 
all the schools, but all replies were acknowleddied,
6* See page for a complete list of the exchange.
Ÿ.
The flocohcmge of lApers thus esttahllshed and the figures from
I.
the association answer In part the first three points in the outline#
Junior high school journali«Bi exists and junior high school publications 
seem to be increasing in number.
The next point in the outline e 11s for a study of the educational 
objectives and aiins of junior high school journal Ian# A few of these 
have already been discussed, and the limited literature on this subject 
yielded what was considered a sufficiently authoritative and valid 
source. This Is the report by the National Council of Teachers of
e
English. It recommends the writing of news stories for grades seven to 
twelve in the study and practice of written English.
Like the others, this work does not make any distinctions between 
junior and senior high schools ; perhaps it dae*3 not need to because 
it is presented in the form of a flexible pattern curriculum about which 
one may build aiy number of units in English. The techniques and objectives 
for writing news stories are quoted in their entirety as presented by the 
commission*# report because they were closely followed in developing a 
major part of the *Junior Reporter*.
"Techniques Desirable in Writing News Storiesi A Summary#
Social Techniques*
1# To record only the important or significant events or
facts, so that the reader’s interest remains alert and does 
not become lost in trivial details#
2. To obtain exact and accurate Information and record it
objectively.
7. These figures report only papers that are paid members of the 
Association.
8. English Monograph No. 4 National Council of Teachers of English, An 
Experience CurMeulum in English. (New York, 1935) pp. 214-217
8.
3# To arold exaggeration and over-etatement.
4# To describe the peroonalitlM involved In the etory
where appropriate and where such description will add 
to the reader's Interest.
5. To condense at the beginning of the story all essential 
Information regarding time, place, and situation.
6. To choose a leading or significant fact or Idea and 
build the story about It.
7. To make a clearly developed, original outline*
8. To develop this outline, expanding It by illustrations,
comparison, and example and by co jorete detail, and 
ending when the point is made#
"language Techniques;"
1# To paragraph in correspondence with the topics.
2. To employ occasionally, for eonclseness, smoothness, 
economy, and variety, the following structural devices: 
a# Adjective prepositional phrases 
b* Relative pronouns in the oblique cases 
e. Infinitive as modifiers
d. <}erunds
e. Subject clauses
f. Participial phrases In place of adjective or 
adverbial clauses
g. Subordinate clauses for subordinate ideas 
h# Parallel form for parallel ideas
i. CoT«pound sentences without conjunctions
3* To employ occasionally, for conciseness and effective­
ness, the following devices;
a. Specific nouns
b. Apposltlves
c. A variety of connective words
d. Active verbs for vigor and passive verbs to mini* 
mine the agent
e* The perfect ianse to Indicate past time 
f. Subjunctive verbs to rark supposition of hope 
g« Clear transitional sentences
4. The use modifiers near the word they modify#
5. To punctuate and paragraph conversation correctly.
6. To use Italics or quotation marks to Indicate the titles 
of books, plays or uslcal compositions.
t.
Kew8 Stories
I* Social objectives* To write an Interesting anecdote or Incident for 
an Interested group or for the school paper*
Zm To write an announeenent for the sohool paper or for the bulletin 
board.
3* To write an account of a sport event or other sohool function for 
the newspaper.
4* To write a news It an including a report of Interview*
5# To write for the school paper an account of an assembly, a lecture^ 
a play» or a concert*
6* To write a feature article for the school paper*
Justifying the Means 
Point 0 in the outline is also concerned with the means employed 
by sohool papers or newspaper clubs to meet the alais» objectives, and 
functions of journalism. The report of t/te Commission, in giving 
tedhnlques for the writing of news stories furnished the basis for 
tüaching English, via journalism* But, many other Ideals, previously men­
tioned, had yet to be satisfied, for example, training in leadership, 
developing responsibility, vocational exploration, the school's re~
9latlonship with the home, and the socialisation of the whole school.
The content of the papers recel ired In the exchange was analyzed and 
lists were rmde of the non-English activities* This Included such 
activities as writing headlines, conduct of gossip columns, art, adver­
tising, type and rmny others* The list was then checked against the 
journalistic activities given in McICnown's School Clubs. M c K n o w n ' s  
book was selected because it treats journalism as a sohool activity of 
equal adaptability In junior and senior high schools*
9* See pages 1 and 8*
10. Harry C* McFlnown, School Clubs. (Hew York) (1929) pp. 106-108.
10.
MoKno#m*0 list and the way it was checked is shown in the follow*» 
ing pages. The results guided the writing of the non-Knglish parts of 
The Junior Reporter. Checking was done with the assistance of one 
junior high school English teacher and of the sponsor of the senior h i ^  
school newspaper. Throughout this checking the decision that this was 
to be a non-professional and non-TOoatlonal activity was kept In mind.
It was also decided that the details of publishing the printed paper in 
a junior high school was the teacher*s work and responsibility.
11.
UoEnom Cheolc Liât of Jouraalletle 
Activities
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X XX
X X
X X
X X X
9Ôie history of the newspaper 
and the mafrazine 
Developing ir̂ atarlal for the school 
publications 
Types of publications^ acnool 
and coTTi»rcial: purposes,
material, and organization 
Criticizing publications of 
various types, especially 
school pubXioationc 
leaking a definite study of the 
newspaper under such heads as: 
What constitutes news?
Zleiients of interest in news 
Sources of news, regular and 
special beats and assignments 
Qu^ifioations of the news 
gatherer 
Gathering the news and roaklng 
notes for writing it 
Writing the news: lead, body
choice of words, sentence 
structure, paragraphs 
?;ew8paper style and its 
characteristics 
Bews vs opinion In the paper 
The style book and Its uses, 
punctuation, abbreviation, etc* 
Preparation of copy 
Classification of news material 
Types of news stories: regular
athletic, social, personal 
Feature of human interest 
stories and correspondence 
Editorials: types, purposes,
and illustrations 
Proper use of the exchange 
department of the paper 
Inter/lews and methods of 
interviewing
12*
Editorials* types, boosting ^ ^
sexsHDSlzlng, arguing, cousnont-»
Ing, tjxplalnlng 
Reviews of books, plays, motion 
pictures, lectures 
Newspapfr filler* bits of informa^ 
tlon, jokes, etc.
Humor * jokes, cartoons, comic 
strips, parodies, poems, and 
stories 
fiction in journalism 
Illustrations* purpose and types, 
cartoons and drawings of various 
kinds, pictures, photographs, 
graphs
Advertl88128ntS3 value, purpose, 
selling space, writing the 
advertisement, placement and 
organization of advertising pages 
iM«ice*up of newspaper: organization,
ears, dimensions, size of pages, 
number of pages, coiumnlng, and 
balancing 
Headlines* purpose and values, 
types, nmterlal of, structure, 
rules for writing 
Preparation of the diimmy 
Laws of copyright 
Promoting and handing the cir­
culation of the newspaper 
Hulas fioveming railing the 
magazine or newspaper 
yinanclng the newspaper or 
magazine through subscriptions, 
advertisements, etc.
Distributing the newspaper or 
magazine 
Budgeting the publication* 
business forms, blanks, and 
records 
Study of typsettlng: type, 
composing, operations, a M  
11 itatlons 
Proof reading and copy reading 
and marks used 
IWthods of printing, folding, 
stapling, wrapping, mailing 
The terms used In newspaper 
work* copy, stick, eiu, heading, 
deck or bank, tmsthsad, ears, 
linotype, hand-set, form, mat, 
case, galley proof, eleci^retype, 
scoop, flag, box
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
? X
X
X
X X X
X X X
X
X X X
13.
Holding newB*«riting and eiiollar 
contests 
A discussion of the winners of 
such contests as those pro* 
looted by the Nation School 
Press Association or the 
Columbia School Press Association 
A study of foreign newspapers 
and periodicals 
Issuance of a small newspaper 
or magasine 
Issuance of a "blackboard" or 
"bulletin board" newspaper or 
publication 
News photography and engraving 
methods and processes 
Great journall sts s (bro eley ,
Ochs, Pulltser, Carleton,
WillieBn Allen White, Philip 
Gibbs
Visits to local newspaper or 
magazine o flees 
Study of high school press 
associations and their work 
Keeping a scrapbook of newspaper 
materials and rethods 
Vocations in journalism as 
reporter, printer, llnotyper, 
cartoonist, advertising manager, X
circulation manager, suitor, 
editorial, feature, and fiction
writer __________
Preparation for a journalistic 
careen university courses X
and other opportunities __________
X X
X
X X X X X
X X X
X
X X X
X X
X X
X X X
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Outil Aft 1* Worked Out 
Bov to incorporate the details, euggeatlons and facta dlaooTored and 
gathered during the derelopuent of the outline into a **course of study" 
with ample subject matter and activities, was the most difficult problem* 
It involved the task of trying out the outline, developed in details, 
with a group of eighth grade pupils organized in a class of journalism* 
This was done for one semester* notes were taken and revisions made 
as this group progressed*
The first revisions were used during the second semester with the 
same Glass and also with a class in journalism composed of seventh grade 
pupils# Changes and notations %mre again cmde, and it is this second 
revision which is presented here, beginning with Part One*
A T<ord to the Teacher 
TüJhen the principal of a junior high school asked the representatives 
of a large book company for ^aateriel on journalism, the latt^^^wos sur­
prised and oould not refrain from the remark, "Joumaliaml In Junior High 
School?"
His surprise and remark were certainly justified* Professional 
journalism, per se, has no place in the intermediate grades, still less 
in the elementary grades and there is room for argument as to its 
place in the senior high school curriculum*
On the other hand, in this day of the "activity school", of clubs 
and intra-curricular activities, journalism, or the newspaper club, can 
be readily accepted as one of the projects best suited to the modern 
sohool. Ther is need, therefore, of less talk about activities and more 
material on their proper conduct*
15^
This mork 1# not a course for professional preparation* The 
term joumallem is rarely used In the pages that follow, and whenever 
possible the tenn English has been substituted*
The Junior Reporter, tbroqgh use, has proven practical for the 
conduct of a class in English composition and graimaar, meeting from two 
to five times a week during the school year* The activities at the end 
of each chapter, in Part One, give elasticity to the course*
Part Two is the "style sheet" for student and teacher* Whether 
class or club it is designed to be m source of information for problem 
solving in school newspaper product on*
^art Three is especially for the teacher who is sponsor of a 
school paper* It may be used as a source of lecture and exercise mater* 
ial. It is essentially a guide for the teacher*s personal use*
The Newspaper Club 
Part Three, How To Organize A JournaliBm Club, is based on the 
experience of the Junior High Sohool in Great Falls* A work of ex­
planation concerning the school paper club*s organisation in that 
school is necessary bo that adjustment can be made to conform with others* 
needs*
The Journalism Club was cOKiposed of 20 last-year students* At mid­
year, 23 seventh grade pupils were organised into another class. These 
40 children were recozaaended by their respective Tnglish teachers as 
"good students". Bach group -at twice a week, A monthly four page 
(8x11) paper was published eight times during the year at a cost of about 
#60. Only composition was paid 0Or out of the school's petty-cash 
fund because the paper and printing was furnished by the students* 
prim# shop of the high school* JM some cities labor conditions may not
U é
a l lo w  ttc  arîTirif-f* 1rs. mucü a  o a a e  # th o  e o a t  o f  a  aimll&r
p a p * r  r tü f  ra u c b  n r p ï * o x ln * i t e Iy  JSO art ta a u a «
Klaa huüdred ŝ oplon vara rirlntod for waob laaoa, about 100 %or* 
than the onrolls.ant of tUa î^hooX* Mrertialo^ m m  not aollcit#i, 
but a fe# màrBTPtinm'Æiïtit waro voluntarily obtulwd by:&<k̂ ibar@ of th# 
olwb*
2IiL.j5üary uni ConoXuaion#
% 1 #  @0ork m a  eonc#i/od whan a toaahor iïi M a  dil^ma fait that 
what warn ou# toa^shar*» problaa Mght well t# aao^or*# prollaa «ut w 11, 
and t h a t  t h l#  « tudy  b#  a  welocæiad e o lu t lo a #
The lack of cithorli;ativ# ■collatéral ra^L-ln^ lA th# fl«lA of
«a# alurr.'lng when thla iwrk: wma atarWd aud r«ault©d lu the 
biillâiaî  of an croh-î**-r« of oohool pa^orm whloh, In tum, funlehod 
th# eouro# of îich Information*
T!ia or ï>arte of thla wer# do'/#Ioped
ai*:nind a flû ;>ïxiîtXott found la a roi‘ort of the KaftioisO, CouJtiaiX of 
fe<voher# of %nKll9h, whll# tho fcon-iSn|?;ll8h auotl r>u# wur# developed frost 
a eor.rarlaon of whnt «anior hl#h eohool JoimtaXlan doe# a W  v̂ hat Junior 
high echool children are able to ao aud uaderetwid#
I W  entire coure# wh# outlinode Thle ouXleo wae uaud to conduct 
ttiree different joun: allen elaa#%s. Revielon# wtre ana<ie a ad the pro* 
388t written*
If thi# introduction mem;# brief miA lx:,ecmpi#t# i& it# description 
Of the approwxh to tc# prublota It ie teoaiia# Tiie ^ux:ior ^ac^rter Is 
its own outline oo ple^ely developed, To %iv% %ha o^stlih# and show 
all th# ï.otatloîi# ard oh&n&e* that were KaJ# would be a repetition of 
th# p*$R#s thsst follow.
17.
It will also be remessbered that the problem was to set up a
course of study for a class in junior high school journalism to satisfy
the dictates of school officials. The research herewith .might not have 
been attempted at all by some* It was done in this case because it was
felt that the project deserved a solid foundation.
Finally, this introduction describes the way the method was used 
in Great Falls, Montana. Thta description is given to perr it the adapta* 
tlon of the following chapters to any junior high school that m y  find 
this work helpful.
P A M  OKS 
The Kewflpaper«»
A Short Coarse In Journallsra
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Chapter 2
A 24 HOtm IIFS
Did you ever eee you father elt down at the breakfaet table 
with the morning newapaper propped up agalnet the gream pitcher? Doe# 
he read the paper? Why, aometlmeo he become# so engroseed by the story 
he le reading that he call# out to Mother:
"Whereas the cream? You forgot to put it on the table thi# 
morning***
Then he ooe# on gulping hi# toast and coffee, but always reading, 
reeding* Just follow his eyes, look at his face. If he is the true, 
good Aaerloah citizen, you know he is, he seems to be taking In the printed 
words with the epeed of an ant eater*# tongue.
When evening coma# and your Dad is iiome aft tar a day*# work, what 
doe# he do? E^ve you ever caught him lounging In hi# favorite chair 
reading the newspaper? Usually It is the same paper he was reading so 
Intently at the breakfast table# Indeed, It must be interesting.
Toother reads It*
During the late afternoon, when mother ha# finally finished her 
work, just before you come home from school asking for dinner, she too 
reads the morning newspaper* Perhaps she looks at it earlier In the 
day while she la riaklng up her shopping list. In the afternoon she 
reads the society oolunji and the local news* She will clip a new recipe 
now and then or glance at the amusement page. She reads the front page.
z u
too, for mothera are good citizen*, Interested In the politloaX affairs 
of our country.
AIX the children read It*
grade of paper used in the production of a 
newspaper is rather soiled and crumpled when your turn comes to read 
the *^funnies**.
It had a busy day*
When night comes, the poor norning paper is ell limp and fagged 
out and Inthe waste basket ready to be thrown away. Or, If you lire 
in the country, your newspaper may render one more service to the family 
it will be used to start the fire in the kitchen range.
What fickle things, these humansi But, you must not feel sorry 
for the paper. It has served its purpose. It nrnst die and make way for 
the following morning * s new, fresh edition, which will be full of 
crisp, last ininute stories and funnies.
iWhat is a newspaper?
It is diffioutlt to define anything that has as many uses as a 
news aper. Can you imagine anything that can be used for acquiring in* 
formation, that can also be used to start the. fire, entertain the baby, 
make a pad for the front room rug and eien make papier machee for attractive 
puppets * headS?
Can you tell what something is before you can tell what it does?
A reaper is a machine tint outs grain. Could you tell that, if you 
had never seen one in action or had never been told? Suppose you 
saw a new machine, full of wheels and gadgets. Could you tell what 
it is until you saw it run and saw what it did?
All that is very complicated. And that's the way with the
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definition of a newspaper* &et*8 not try to define It until we have 
learned all about it*
Activities for Chapter I
1. Hand to your tenoher your own definition of a newspaper* 
Think carefully and write carefully* Ask your teacher to put your 
paper away* Now, forget all about it* Later* toward the end of the 
ysar* you will be asked to write ahother definition* By then, you 
will be able to do so with the knowledge and accuracy of a specialist* 
You will ooT.pare the two*
8* Tell of the different use# you have seen or experienced for 
newspapers* Refer to page 81 where a few suggestions are given you. 
Think of the uses of other objects about tue home*
3* Interview your father or soxse acquaintance* preferably a 
business man* Write an essay on how the daily newspaper is on service 
to that r:an*s business*
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Chapter II
THS OOmElîTS or A KiTrtSPAPSH
Who reada it?
If you live in a hlg city, you have noticed maen and women going 
about the buainesa of living^^aome with lunch buoketa, aom* with brief* 
cases, Bone with shopping bags. Apparently aosia of these people are 
teachersa bankers, lawyers, doctors, housewives* Regardless of their 
occupations, you have seen them reading the newspaper* You read how 
the whole feaaily enjoys the morning ^aper, now you recall how it is 
read by men and women in all walks of live.
The newspaper isn*t like the magasines which are usually written 
with a definite appeal to a limited class of people* Good Housekeeping 
is for your mother. Hunting and Fishing is for your father. Boy*a Life 
is for boys, but everybody reads the newspaper* Therefore, it must be 
written for everybody, including yourself*
What tremendous k ̂ owledge and ability must be in the possession 
of the newspaper reporters* What wide ranee of interest must be cover* 
ed by the contents of a Newspaper*
Hews*
The newspaper contains news* Bews^^ tells about the outstanding 
events of the day, as they happened in your home town, in your state.
11* The word news is always used in the singular* You say the news 
is interesting, not news are interesting*
» .
la your country and all over the world#
Editoriale#
It you hare a newspaper near by aa you read this» you will notice 
that page two contains reading material which is entirely different 
from the stories on the other pages* These are editorials# They eosi** 
ment on and Interpret the erents that are given in the rest of the paper# 
Illustrations#
Of greatest Interest to you are the pictures that are included 
in the content of a newspaper# These illustrate the events in the news, 
and in many newspapers you will see hand drawn cartoons explaining the 
topics covered by the editorials#
Feature articles#
Bometimes, especially in the Sunday peyper, you will find art­
icles that are not telling about events. They are not news# Neither 
do they give an opinion on any of the news# %iey provide entertainment 
and amusement and information on such topics as home building, gardens, 
health, motion pictures, and many others#
Funnies.
Funnies are no longer all In fUn# There are still a few very 
humorous ones, but any are Serious and educational, like Believe it 
or Wot, Dicken*s Tale of Two Cities, and The History of the Ci^^ades. 
Advertisements#
Want ads and Aarge display ads make up more than half of your 
newspaper#^ shall study them later#
12# PisT^lay ads are the big ones, the ones that take up from half an 
inch to a whole page, as is sometimes the ease# They have a 
border around them# Want ads are always together toward the back 
of the paper# They are also called classified advertisements#
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W# shall study many of the contents of newspapers as you will 
need to know about them for your own school newspaper, let us see 
briefly where these things oozne fr<s&.
The Source of Kewe
News comes from many sources. Reporters, like scouts In the days 
of Indian Wars, go out to look for events and report their findings to 
the editor. So e news comes from other cities, vLhere it was gathered Xxy 
other reporters and mailed to your paper. It comes by mall if not very 
Important, but most news comes by telegraph or telephone or radio.
There are organizations whose business it is to gather news, not 
for the purpose of publishing the stories in their own newspaper, but to 
sell to other newspapers. The best known organization of this kind is 
the Associated Press. You can always recognize a story written by re#* 
porters of the Associated Press by the sign Æ  that appears at the be* 
ginning. Another such organization is the United Press, known by the 
letters, U. P. The reporters working for these organizations are not 
all Americans as the services of these firais are alio used by foreign 
countries.
Feature articles usually come froja another type of organization 
called syndicates. Cartoons, cotûIc strips, stories about heme building 
plans, serial stories, pictures, and other entertaining material Is 
bought by your local newspaper from these syndicates. A well known 
syndicate is the King Feature Syndicate* Look for Its name.
There are other organizations whose business it is to advertise 
the products made by large manufacturers. These advertising agencies, 
as they are called, buy space from your local newspaper in order to carry
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!L3out the advertising campaign they want.
Tour local merchants, of course, buy advertising space directly 
from the local paper. Want ads^^ axe just small amounts of space 
bought for a few cents a line by people, like yourself who "want" some» 
thing— a job, a new radio, or a customer for a used ear.
These three, the advertising agencies, the local merchants, and 
the want ad buyers are the source of the advertising carried by news­
papers all over the country.
13. Think of the word space as rneening just what it says. A blank 
newspaper page is just a lot of white space. Business men buy 
that white space. They pay for it according to how many inches 
they buy. It is like buying a city lot and building a house on it.
14. The word ad, or ada if more than one, is the short form for 
advertiaraent.
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ActlTltlô0 for Chapter XI*
1* Start a sorap)|ook of aevspaper ollpplugâ* Make a seetion cob<- 
talnlng as loaxiy different news stories coiiing from the various 
news gathering organizations aa you can find* Look for the 
sign, the 0* 1?», the International Kews Service and others* In 
another section of your scrapbook, you may start a collection of 
"special* to your local paper*
2* Collect pictures from various syndicates* Watch for those 
marked "Keystone", "Acne News", "Underwood and Underwood"*
3. Clip end o llect some syndicated features like Walter Lippman*s 
column, and the ones by Roger Babson, Dorothy Dir, etc*
4* Ask your local newspaper for the name of the syndicate that
furnishes such cartoons as The Gumps. Buck Rogers. Little Orphan 
Annie*
5. If there Is a large manufacturing concern in your city, watch for 
its advertisement in the papers of distant cities* For example, 
if you live In Detroit are ads for Ford cars found in San Francisco 
papers?
6* If you are interested in advertising, study Chapter VIII, Sow,
consider the following Ideas W*ny npt start an ^Advertising Club
in conjunction with the school paper* All advertisements will be 
designed, written, and made-up by this club* They will then be 
given to the business manager of the paper* You will need artists,
writer», and salesman for your club*
* B
You tfiay charge a am all comtnisslon foe. The success of this
15. Gorafdsoion is tne raoney a salesnian gats for selling something*
The more he sells, the more money he earns*
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group will dopaî\d ou the typo of live wire r ambera you have.
7. Try to fled the services of the follo%lhg orf^anizationsî McKaught, 
United Features, Uorld Wide Hews, W. B. U,, McClures, Newspaper 
Enterprise Association.
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Chapter III
TÎIE STORY TAKES A TRIP
You hare walked by your newspaper building many times. Hate you 
wondered what goes on inside? If the big presses are located on the 
ground floor, or In the basement, have you ever peeked in? Hare you 
seen the rolls of paper when they are delivered in huge trucks? Did 
you ever rollerskate or stamp your feet on the iron trap door that is 
part of the sidewalk in front of the newspaper building^ There is a 
freight elevator under that door, where tone of paper go down. The 
next time that paper copies on the street it is covered with newspaper 
stories.
How does it happen? In this chapter you will see how an event 
becomes a printed, readable news story. You should get many practical 
Ideas for your school newspaper. You will also become a more broad­
minded person because, having acquired this knowledge, you will see 
why and how mistakes happen in newspapers, and you will not be so 
critical in the future. On the contrary, you will realize that you are 
getting a big nlckle*s worth when you buy a paper*
Let us tudy the organization of a newspaper in a typical American 
city of about 50,000 inhabitants.
The Hews paper owner.
Perhaps you know the owner of the paper in your city. Perhaps 
you know some of the reporters or printers or editors who work there. 
Some of your class:lates are in all probability, delivery boys or sell 
on the street corners.
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The owner of our local paper Is very likely the editor. Hia 
official title is therefore, rnananlnfy editor and publisher, The word 
publisher signifies îilo ownership. As nanaging editor, you can assume 
that he does editorial work and runs other départironts also.
The managing editor of a paper is the Big Boss in charge. Under
Ifihis care are the editorial dopartront, business department, circulation 
depart: Lsnt, the composiug^^ room and the press room. If the paper Is 
a very large one, thnre may be other departments, such as supplies, 
job printing^®, and the office force.
Each department has Its own. boss. We shall study the duties and 
qualifications of these men later. Wtien you start picking boys and 
girls for positions on the staff of your school paper, you will have to 
know the responsibilities that go with each.
There Is one phase of newspaper work we can straighten up right 
now. It is the editorials. Strands as it may seem, the editorials 
are not always written by the editor. In fact, ho may have nothing to
do with them. His job is to edit the news stories, or In other words,
correct them.
16. Cireulation-«-The circulation of a newspaper is the number of 
newspapers sold.
17* Composing room— department where type is handled. It is set there 
and the paper is put to-ether. Your compositions are in pen and 
ink, the printer’s composition is in type letters.
18* Job printing includes the small orders that newspapers obtain for 
posters, hand bills, calling cards. If you buy Claristmas cards 
and want your na..e prix ted on them, it will be done by a small 
*job press" and called a "job printing*.
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Editorials are KPlttea by editorial writers, or by the owner of 
the paper « Even if the owner does not write his own editorials, he has 
control over then# Why? Because he owns the paper# Because the 
editorials are Important, as they toll the reader how and what the news­
paper thinks about 1 po tant questions of the day# Reicember? We said 
editorials wore eoru-ants and Interpretations of the day*s news#
You r.ay want to know why the owner of a newspaper should want to 
tell his readers what he thinks, or how they should think* Xust remember 
that your newspaper is an influential element in your ommnunity. It has 
a lot of power, and the f̂ ood, honest, responsible nev^spaper owner is a 
business man who wants to render a service to his readers by helping 
them understand so: e of the news that they read in his paper*
The owner of a newspaper can therefore say anything he wants to la 
his editorials, because It is his paper— and this is a free country* He 
can write what he wants in hia own paper as long as it is decent and 
within the law# This is called freedom of the press#
This fact, that a newspaper is a private business, just as private 
and personal as the electric light company or streetcar company that 
serve your city, is one that you must realize# It is because newspaper 
men are a high type of citizens, that newspapers do not use their power 
and Influence to unfair ends#
How the newspaper makes money*
How does a newspaper rake mney? It is dependent upon its advor-
19tlsing, not upon the subscriptions# but the nn bar of subscribers it
has detorxiiines how Kr,ich advertising the paper will be alls to sell# If
you had an electric train to soli, or ao^e hone-nade candy, would you
19, T e people who pay for a newspaper to Jiave it delivered to their 
homes are subscribers* Their subscription is their right to have 
the paper delivered each day to their door#
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advert!80 In a newspaper that has a clroulatlon of 100 people or one 
that has a clroulatlon of 1,000? Kow, of course, the paper with more 
circulation will charge nor© for its advertising space.
Copy
Copy Is the name given to newspaper stories when they are just
words written on a typewriter# V/e shall follow a piece of copy In Its
journey through a newspaper office#
let us tna Ine a fire breaks out In the building next to the school 
house# Naturally sou.ebody is going to call the fire department# Kews<* 
papers keep on friendly ter:.s with fire stations and police stations, 
with everybody, in fact, because they want to learn happenings quickly. 
About the time the fire engines arrive at the fire next door, the news- . 
paper reporter will be there too#
Before long he will start looking for a telephone# In this case he 
will probably cone right into the school house and ask to use the phone 
in the office# Let*s listen to him.
"Hello! Chief? Say, this fire looks pretty good. Shall I stay on
the job? 0, K# Here's what X have so far— The fire is at 641 East lain,
right next to the Junior High School# The children have been sent home# 
Police are having trouble keeping the streets clear# There are more fire 
trucks comlUîT out now. I can hear thein# I talked to the Chief# Eo 
thinks the fire started In the basement# He's checki g up on that and 
said he** let me know. One fireman was cut by flying glass# That's all 
for now. Call you later."
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Xt the fire la a big one, the reporter v/111 stay on the job#
He will Call up tlio paper once in a while and so-ebody at the office will 
write the story* Tîie paper ciay go to press before the fire la out* If 
not, the reporter will return and write the story himself#
Hie copy will then go to the editor who will decide what elze head*» 
line to put on it, and he will also decide its place in the newspaper 
according to its news value, which weshall study in the next chapter#
Hext, the copy will go to the copy reader who is known by news­
paper men as the Watch Dog of the newspaper# This /lan will write the 
headline and will read the story carefully to correct mistakes in English, 
spelling and lookout for errors of fact#
from the copy reader's desk, a copy boy will take the story to the 
composition room# where the typewritten story is set to type* A machine, 
complicated in mechanism and very c stly, one of the frreatest Indentions 
of all times, is used for that purpose# It Is the linotype#®^
The linotype operator puts the type on a etal tray called galley# 
This galley, with the story, now in type, is taken to a machine where a 
proof la taken# A proof is really the first print of the story* It is 
usually a lorg narrow piece of paper and more than one story may appear 
on it# This proof is read by the proof reader and if the linotype 
operator made any mistakes, he is told to correct them#
T?ie make-up editor is the next person who handles the story# He 
places it in its final place in the newspaper page according to the dir­
ections he receives from the editor# He is really an artist, because he 
must make the whole newspaper as attractive as possible#
20# The linotype was invented by Ottmar Mergenthaler, a German 
American of Bu.ltIxiore in 1665*
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Tho laako^up editor* a job la r:*add difficult because he has only 
e limited amount of space to use# You must reize' her what we said about 
advertisements. They take up much of the newspaper, and the space they 
occupy can not be used for news.
The fire story we studied will therefore find itself placed along 
side many other stories, all surrounded by a r atal frame and locked up 
tight. The table on which this work la dor a is called the atone because 
its surface is smooth and hard. The newspaper page, all in typo and 
locked up, is called the form.
This form is what will actually bo printed* You right say, it will 
be transferred to paper. Your school paper is printed that way. However, 
big dally city newspapers have still one more process to undergo. TRie 
type on the form rrust be transferred to cylinders, which fit the high 
speed modern presses.
This last process can best be explain d by a real printer. Your 
teacher will undoubtedly be able to take you to visit a newspaper where 
you can see how it is done.
That is the journey of the story written by the reporter who comes 
into the school house. Five minutes after the press begins turning^ 
the circulation manager starts getting the newsboys and mail trucks on their 
way. If the fire story we followed happened at three o* clock in the after­
noon, you con read about it one hour later, soîiatL.iee less.
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AetlTitles for Chapter XXX*
X* Look up and read all you can find about Freedom of the Prese*
2* Look up In the Declaration of Independence what ever ie said about 
Freedom of Speech* Doee it apply to freedom of writing?
3* What does your history teacher say about Freedom of the Press?
Be sure to bring this important topic before your class*
4* Compare Freedom of the Press in the United States with the press 
in other countries* Compare first* with other Democracies like 
France and England* Second* with Germany and Italy* who hare 
Dictators* Your history teacher will again be the best person to 
ask*
5* Decide on a definite editorial policy for your school paper. Con*
eider these pointss Should you print editorials that knock education* 
Should you print editorials that offer new ideas not existing in 
your seiiool? Should you take the lead in your editorials in offer-* 
Ing a solution to certain problems of school -.mnagcment when those 
problems are already under consideration?
6* Collect examples of a newspaper story in its varions stages of life 
as it goes through the newspaper office* Ask your printer for an 
old typewritten story with all the copy reader's co rections on it* 
Ask for one or two lines of type from the linotype machine.
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£3. Al.Ask for an old cut • Ask for a matrix • Ask for a mat • Perhaps 
your local paper will have & discarded form and the furniture^ that 
Soes with it# Single letters of typo are expensive. You might ask 
for one, but do not insist if refused. You can collect proofs of 
your own school paper. Make a list of the things you might collect*
2X m a cut is the raetal and wooden block from which pictures are 
printed#
22. Matrix and mats are to be seen to be best understood#
Ask the printer#
23# See Hote 22.
£4  ̂ jTurniture is the name given to little strips of wood that fill 
the space between the type and notai frame in the form#
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O&apter IV.
m m
Wo liavo already talked about uevfs. We saw froia what sources your 
newspaper gets its news. But, since It is really the most Important 
part ot the newspaper, eo far as the reader is concerned. It will pay 
us to learn niora about it#
Hews will be history#
H s m  is the story of the events of the day. If you add the events 
of today to those of yesterday and to those of the day before and so on, 
back for a long time, what do you have? Of what subject In school does 
the story of past events remind you? History, of course. History th# 
story of man# Hews the story of man also# History Is the record of 
man over a long period of time, while news records the story of man for 
one day#
With the millions of people living in the world, it Is Impossible 
for newspapers and history books to record the story of each one of us 
every day. Only a few of t._e many daily evei-ta can be printed# . How 
are we to determine v.hich of these mllllo a of events are to be included 
in the newspaper?
The question Is not so difficult to answer if you roaember that the 
newspaper is a privately owned organ!zation, and that the owner wants to 
do one thing. He wants his paper read by as many people as possible# To 
do this, he rjust make his paper Interesting and must make it render a 
service that people want. #hea you want a doctor, you want a doctor. Bhea 
you want a lawyer, you want a lawyer and nothing else. T^csa people earn
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ft living by selling the oepvlce you ftemt, when you vrant it* The news­
paper does tiift same* Wiiat does the render want? That Is what the news­
paper tries to give.
What do you Want In the way ot Raws?
We will not go back over the whole content of a newspaper* Let us 
pay attention to news only.
Interest-
TUe news you want to read must be Interesting, first of all.
Kews Is interesting because it has one of the following* 
Timeliness—It tells about what Just happened* Therefore* It 
Is brand new. As new au» a new suit or a new hat. 
geamess- It Is close to you* The nearer to you* the more 
Interested you are*
Prominence—11 tells ahout people you are already Interested la.
Or happeninra in which you have interest.
Result- It tells about events that may affect you directly, 
such as a new law for aoliool attendance, or a new 
teacher, or a new set of books.
Reader*6 Interest.
Newspapers have studied the question of Interest carefully* In 
addition to the four general headings listed above* editors believe you 
are interested in things that happen according to the followixg order*
1. Personal appeal 
£. Sympathy 
3* Unusualness 
4, Progress
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5. Couru et 
6# Suspense 
7* Age 
8* Antnals
Personal appeal is anything that sseans so ethlng to you* That, 
of course, is hard to satisfy, as you are the only person who knows what 
you really like#
Sympathy makes you "feel** Maybe it makes you glad, sad, angry, 
or sorry*
Unusualness Is everything that Is different from what you know, 
do, or think* Xt may even be unexpected*
Progress tells about so: lething new that may mean sonething In your 
life* It may affect you directly, such aa a new swimming pool or a new 
bridge across the river* Progress and Results stories are closely 
related*
Conflict is the fight of men against nature* It nay be a race 
against time, catching a big fish, or a fiat fight* Sporting news ore 
conflict stories*
Suspense keeps you gu0S3ingm,wKud you are curious*
Age is Important* The older the people, the nor* intereetlng-#» 
the younger, the more interesting*
You know about animals so we will not say ai:̂  thing about them now* 
Accuracy*
There is one more fact that we haven*t mentioned* You may not con— 
elder it iiaportant wiien you first read it, but you will when you stop 
And think about it* To the newcpaperuan it la the moat important thing
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Ot olX* Xt is ACCURACY# What does your father want moat la a newspaper 
story? Suppose he Is reading about a political event# Does he want 
accuracy? Yes, Indeed, he wants to know that what he Is reading Is the 
truth# Accuracy Is the real service tliat Acierloan newspapers try to 
render#
Kews value In school#
Since you are probably a member of the Journalism Club of your 
school, let us start thinking about the school paper# There Is no use 
wasting your tl^e learning all the details of a regular newspaper when 
there Is Important business at hand# Because If you are a reporter on 
your school paper. It means you, too, have readers# You have an audience 
just like an actor who Is about to appear on the stage# Beople are
waiting for him. Your school njates are waitlt g for you to give them a
school paper. They know what they want and they* 11 tell you about It if 
they don*t get It# let us find out how to apply Wî at we learned about 
regular newspapers to school news.
Do you think the list under "reader's interest" on pages 58 and 39 
applies to school news? You will find It does, provided you adapt It to 
boys and girls of your age.
Karnes.
Kaiies are the most important news you can put into your school news«> 
paper# Kanes of students, names of teachers, names of all kinds.
Kaiies make good stories because you are certain that at least one 
person will read your story«^the person who owns the name. And you are
fairly sure that this person has some friends. Tney, too, will read the
story# ishy? Because they are Interested In people they know.
lîake up your rind right now that you will keep a sharp lookout for
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ohanees to write otorlea about what your fellow classiuatea are doing and 
that you will put their name a In the paper*
Of oourse you eansot go about printing lists of narr.ea just for the 
fun of it* But you can connect the nariea with sor&e of the other Interest* 
ing things that go on about the school*
For eacaicple, let us look for •sympathy* stories, and use names in 
them* Are you doubtful? Well, maybe you ought to be. The only funny 
feeling you get in school is v;hen the teacher sends a note home to your 
parents, or when the principal calls you to the office, and maybe we had 
better not write about thatS
You can mention briefly how you feel toward a fellow student who Is 
out of seîriool because of illness* But since lüost •sympathy* stories have 
to do with death, loss of property, disasters, and ether unpleasant things, 
it has no place in the school paper*
Try unusualnoss# There are so many unusual happenings about the 
school that you caiinot tell vUere to begin*
Here is a list of stories token from junior high school papers 
using •unusualnecs* to build up interest and vsln readerst 
Tvjo Elections Held to Choose Class President 
Youngest Student Graduates from Junior High.
Was 12 on Last lay of School 
Hew English Teacher l o m  in France 
Lived there During korld War 
Jack Graybill Visits Insane Asylum During Vacation 
Social Sciences Soar to See States from Stratosphere 
Lusiborno*s Collegians to Swing it Here*
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Pgpgreae Stories,
There are mazy * progress" stories to be obtained in a Junior high 
sohool, since progressing Is what you are doing in school# When a new 
set of books, a new globe or map of the world Is bought for the school? 
there is a story for you# Here is an example of a typical progress 
story*
Seventh year social science classes are enjoying the 
fine new globe artd planetarium that wore added to the 
school equipRient this year#
Conflict#
The struggle of man against the strength of Mother Mature is not 
always pleasant news# Wars, fights, robberies and other crimes are 
conflicts, and newspapers make interesting stories of them* Floods and 
earthquakes and fires are also in that classification# Boys and girls do 
not want that type of story in their newspaper#
Luckily, however, there Is a type of "conflict" story that does belong 
to school papers* Contests between boys and girls in school marks, spell«> 
ing bees and games that require skill or physical endurance are sure to 
interest your readers.
A list of possible conflict stories for your school paper follows.
Group 8 Wins
Hame Contest
Luke Wright First
in Arithmetic Test
Junior Hi Loses
to Bison Freshman
Kazsmorlor Again
Coaches Football
Mine 100$ for
Spelling Demons
Falling Tree Crashes
Against 11cycle Hacks
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Suspense-
**3uspense** offers a grand opportunity to make the school paper In 
demnd» Suspense should appear In a majority of your news stories. Of 
course you must not lie, tout you have as much rif:ht as anyone to cjake a 
guess# %hen something has started but la not yet finished you can write 
a story about it and keep the reader guessing as to wliat the final out­
come will toe*
An excellent opportunity lies in stories that toll about coming 
school plays * Xu one issue you can tell that there is going to toe a 
play* In the next issue you can announce the name of the play and the 
memtoers of the east* Finally, the third issue can give all the remain­
ing details*
Note the suspense in the following stories as the first two lead to
V
the climax In the third*
Clues Found to the Fall Program*
Our oonetant snooping has led us to a definite clue 
in regard to the Fall program; and toy the way, you Froshiea 
may have a surprise in store for youS The boys* glee club is 
going to give an operetta at the Fall program which is 
entitled **Freshies** ^'Lady Francis’* is the name of the 
operetta that the girls are going to give* We surely wish 
the Fall program would soon come to too a known fact, instead 
of keeping us guessing so much* No doubt, tryouts for parts 
in the program will be held soon, and we hope to give you 
more information in out next issue.
The Whittier Greenleaf * November 19, 1937*
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&iore üRôveaJLed of School Program 
Wollf Esore of t a aecret la out I The date for the aehool 
program la January 14# It saaxijs the girlo* glea club la all 
aflutter during tryouta for the leads of **Lady Praucla**, and 
useful but bewildered Bridget 0 ♦Harrigaa.
The boys* glee la in much anxiety aa to who will get 
parts aa officers of the Wanta—pie fraternity* Edward 
MdSanara has thus far been proven the Paderewski of the 
fraternity* His renown as a pianist la world wide*
The Whittier Greenleaf. December 3, 1937*
Present School Program Tonight 
Tonight will be a night of nights at Whittier. For 
weeks students In the girls* glee club have been working 
overtime* harmonizing to the tilt of Mrs. White*8 **stiok*** 
practicing facial expressions and poses before their niirz*ors at 
home and cultivating modulation for **I»ady Frances"#
The "Freshios" will have to go easy* John Eborhart 
claims he*8 using up eJLl his mother*s darn—cotton* Edgar 
Barratt is wearing out his fingernails shining shoos and 
Roger K^cNelXl has stuck hia finger with a needle so many 
times that he olairas it is all calloused.
Another grand high light of the evening will be a 
Style show entitled "The Clothes of Other Days" to be 
presented by tire* Shike*s drama class. You* 11 be amused, 
delighted, and edified at this exhibition# All roads 
lead to the Whittier auditorium tonightt
The Whittier Greenleaf. January 14, 1938.
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You will find It worth while to keep your eyes on age for possible 
stories# But» be careful 1 Do not be too eager to tell the age of 
your teachers - not If you want to stay In good with themj
If a very young pupil enters your school» tell about him.
Age of objects about the school will ‘.̂aice fine stories* How old 
are the trophies In the trophy ease? How old are some of the books in 
the library? How new are sons of them? Look at the list for ideas a
Age of buildings.
Age o t  pupils.
Ago of articles In the lost and found departnent*
The oldest painting*
The oldest graduate of the school still living.
The oldest club In school.
Animals.
Animals have no place la school* But aniimls have a big place 
in the hearts of every oy and girl. And here Is a secret which was 
discovered through observation.
Animal stories are neglected at the present tlie by school papers 
who disregard their news value. There are al iost as many possible 
stories about animal pets as there are children in your school. Hers 
is a chance for your paper to be a leeider in a new type of story. If 
your paper Is entered In one of the contests conducted by a school 
press association, be sure to have stories about anlLials. They will 
help you win recognition.
Hers is a story about a dog.
Julius Palntoa has a dog. Julius also has a paper route. He 
peddles after school from BOth street to 55th, between Central and
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Second Avenue Korth, Jullua^ dog la called Sai^ay and If credit 
was given where credit la due It would be right to say that SaEsny does the peddling,
Sarmny la trained to take papers In his teeth and deliver them 
on front porches# lie works all the ti e except î hen It Is raining# 
According to Julius# 8aj?imy does inany tricks and they expect to 
join a circus together*
Sacsny Is a Boston Bull* He accompanies Julius to school every 
morning and meets him at the paper office in the afternoon, Julius 
says he will be glad to tell others how to treat and train a dog If 
they ask him.
There are raany nore types of stories you can fiud for your school 
paper* Consider the interest in the following lists 
This story features numbers*»
Enrollnieut of the Junior High School increased this year# At 
the close of school last June there were 61? students# while 
October# 1937 showed 826* This year the seventh graders have 
out minbered the eighth graders by six*
Here is the headline of another*»
316 Books Checked
Out by Librarian*
Meeting reports malie gcod stories for school papers if they are
well written*
Marge Landsrud
Council Officer
At the First nieeting of the Council conducted since the 
election of new officers# the election for secretary was held#
TTiose nominated wore Marjorie Landsrud and Geraldine Greenberg#
Mafjorle was elected by the Council*
Tiiere are two main problems to be settled at this time*
First Is bicycles; second, the traffic s^uad. Hew officers 
were chosen for the maintenance in the building. Students 
are also being selected for lunch duty*
A new set up for traffic in the neck on the first floor 
has been made# Instoad of crossing over by h!r* Walker*s room 
Roost 10# passing pupils will wait until they reach the middle 
of the neck*
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School aetivitlea. If lirdtod to a email groap arc still interest- 
Ing to the majority. Such is the case In stories of your school clubs 
and home rooms*»
Students In Hoorn. 28 have been disoussliig courtesy and every­
day good manners for personal appearance, good, manners at home, 
school. In public; for conversation, and correspondence.
A  group pro,cqrani took place Tuesday, November 9. Those 
participating were Harley Kick and Barbara Storm who gave talks. 
Bonnie ShOild gave a poem, while Dorothy Stuart tap danced.
droup 27 had a get acquainted hour In wHoh each member 
of the group Introduced some other member.
There Is keen cwapetitlon between groups who come to 
Miss Boyers for spelling for the championship. So far Group 
21 holds the best record with 26 perfect scores out of 30.
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Activities for Chapter IT
1. Classify the news stories you are collecting according to th# 
list given on page 38 and 39*
8* Write the very beat news story you can. Analyze It by asking the 
following questions;
a# Is It accurate?
b« Can X prove my statanants?
0* Is It new? How many already know about It?
d* How Is it interesting? Check with the list on page 38$
•* How many will it interest. The boys? The girls? Both?
3. Discover by careful study the news value and interest of real news­
paper stories. Mark tVieia with a soft lead pencil-»!^ for personal 
appeal; 8, for sympatlqr; 3* for unusualness* Continue according
to the list on page 38, Do any of the stories cotibl e two or more
of these values?
4. Clip and collect stories that you think will becor̂ e a part of the 
History of the United States in future history books.
5* Bslng newspapers as a topic for discussion before your social
soience class* Do you think the author of the book you are using 
in history used old newspapers to write his book?
6* Do stories with the greatest nows value receive the biggest
head lines?
7, Xhioh of the following stories has the greatest news value? tefhy?
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Î3OT SCHOOL YEAR’S FIRST
OPEN H0Ü3K irSLD TONIGHT
Toacliera at their Deska 
to Receive Parent a# Flan 
Called Very Sucoeaaful
Another acliool year hao atartwd and an Open 
House will be held toui^t at the Junior High School# The purpose 
of having this Open House is for the parents of students of the 
Junior High to get acquainted with tne teachers# It is also for 
them to find out from the teachers what their children are doing In 
school#
Miss Ladner, principal, has been m c h  pleased 
with the Open Houses of the past years# They have all been success* 
ful and she hopes that this one may be even ore so#
PrograniS Handles
In Speech Classes
Programs this year will be worked through the 
speech clauses. Different groups will take charge under the dir­
ection of Miss Johnson who Is particularly anxious to work with boys 
and girls who have never taken part in any program before#
•^e are planning to give at least one pro groan 
each week# They will be musical, forms of talks and debates** she 
said*
Farts are uow being cast for plays to be used for 
special days as Easter omd Memorial Day# Miss Johnson withheld Infor­
mation concerning the casting already dona.
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9. Apply wbat you havo learned abjut newa to the pictures you are 
collecting*
10* Suggest the idea of **nevra ■value’* and "interest* to the camera 
Club in your school. Could the members of that organization 
benefit frcsa your study? Could they learn something which would 
help them take pictures ereryone will enjoy seeing?
11* Watch the value of your stories. Send those that you believe 
will appeal to adults of your town to the local newspaper*
12. What type of reader will be interested in the stories you have 
selected for the suggestion made above?
13. How often do you find the "time* element appears la news stories?
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Chapter V
Can You Write It?
I have eix hone at serving mea 
They taught me all I know 
Their namee are What, and 
Where and When 
And Why and îîow and Who.
-Rudyard Kipling
When you go to the et ore to buy aowa thing, how do you ask for It?
You do not have any trouble thinking of the words you want to use. You 
do not "beat around the bush**
Newspaper stories are written just the way you talk when you want 
to say BOLjething inportant. T at is the way all compositions should be 
written. Say what you have to say and get it over with.
The difference between newspaper stories and magazine stories Is 
that magazine writers îsay gradually work up to the cllmaac^^ of their story, 
while newspaper reporters begin with the iioat impa tant facts.
Who? What? When? Where? Why?
It is easy to reii^mber the five W's of journalism. They will guide 
you In all your compositions. They «%ill be your friends as they were 
the friends of Rudyard Kipling.
£5. The ollmax of a story is the highest point In that story. It may 
be the inost Important part. If you say, "John went to school.
He wrote an essay. He handed it in. He won first place* He won 
a prize"— the winning of the prize is the climax.
£6. Rudyard Kipling was born in 1665 and died in 1936. He was an
English poet and writer. You will like hi a stories about India. 
He wrote his best stories about animals.
tAt u« wrltlii® & «tory about a aabool pro«»
grm» otw& e# h&va th# follo%i%g m % m m t
Chrlat m a  play* •'Chrlatsaaa III 11*' by r^ty Zohnaoa and 
Huala by 03mdy« leaab# Third ue% In orphoi-i^^* Alao flrat
met# Chf^.T«k&%wB ara m>t ail picked »&ld Sella* dlreetor*
Third act on ciirltttrms Dill* l^m i^orki% on eat#
Chorus and orchestra will take part* Tor Chrlat^a# progrma 
oloo yrlâ&y nirht for parcuta* lUa» anlla aaid|**T>ia play not 
only brir^ cmt the Cbrletcwa spirit W t  atreaa&a world
frlendahip onâ p^aoe* ?w> of tbe mo»t effeatiire porte of the play 
ara a ballot hy .htarglewa and 1er reflection and a daK.ee iu
wUloh th# «il r feront oountrieo take part**
What a Ju led n*s»s of note# fro): nivleh to w r i W  « eioryt Y#t* yo%& 
will flrd youraaif forced to take nctea jjusfc Ilka tho»»*
The lead#
Th# first penjMTfapft of a new#paper «tory I# amlled the lend# Th# 
word lead of oonrae ?^au.» to or> # firat tuii it alwo ccrrlç# th# idea of 
leoderehip, of bain^ ^11 kr^uwlag nnd «elf «itpportlna#
If to# lead ia all of thee# thing# it etu&t cor tain all tl«# important 
feot# of the «tory* The flv# W*« laiat be in the lead of every cewa «tory* 
t>o you think you can pick out th# five «»« froa th# not## i^vcn above? 
To do t-et e%,;ic to th# ^^-aturiol# Crgmiimatioa 1# oïï# of
the ^o»t Ir^portmit steps tn writlmn# It i« iripof t&^t in writing letter#* 
«torie# and «o.;posltloi;u>* It 1# limportont for the «n#;e of ooeuraoy*
#pe#d* elearne&e, &nd latereet*
Who?
The *wbo** i« th# r#t#« #ee?a to t-e tflee -haXl»* Fr* Cw er and ?«le# Koad*
What?
TĴ m "what* are Chrletim# Hill* Cnallî-c fur imrts* aud Cliriottm# play*
When?
"ighen* itt d««erl»-ed no Friday* Chrlat&o# pi’̂o-rracu
S3.
Where?
In the Junior High School Auditorinm le *iihore*.
The play le for Chrletiaaai It le for the Chrietmae Spirit and 
for the sake of World friendship and peace.
Kow which of these is the tfiost Iz&portant and also Interesting enough 
to be put first in our story?
Co you see in the notes, where It says, "Characters are not all 
picked"? That should give you an idea because there Is a chance to 
use suspense as the leading news interest. In other words the "What" 
seegcs to be the most Important poi t In the notes you have.
Let us try ItI
Casting Is still going on (what) for "Christmas Hill", a 
three act saisloal play (why) which will be presented before the 
Holidays with a special porfornianoe for parents Friday 23 (when) 
at the Junior High School auditorium (where). Ill sa Martha 
Salle Is in charge of the production, (id^o).
The "who" was placed last because it Is not very Important. It 
only gives the source of your Information.
This sane story jn&y be written in a nunber of ways. You ray find 
that under different conditions the "what" is more Important. The lead 
can be written as follows,
"Christlas Hill," a three act musical play will be 
presented at a special perforjanco for parents Friday 23 at 
the Junior High School auditorium. Students of the school will 
sue it during mot er perfonianoe. Not all the characters 
are chosen according to Hiss Martha Salle luho is directing 
the play. The program la an annual affair at the Junior High 
School.
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Two types of laada.
Both, leads given above belong to a type called summarizing lead, 
which means telling ev6i*ythlng In the shortest manner possible. There 
is another kind of lead used by newspapers. It Is called the Informal 
lead. This type chooses only one interesting bit of fact to arouse the 
interest of the reader#
The suirsnarl%lng lead Is the easiest to write. It Is beat for 
Important stories. The Informal lead is best for feature stories.
Things to know about leads.
The lead of your stories should not be over burdened. In your effort 
to put in all the Important facts, do not make it too long. The lead 
should be the shortest paragraph in the whole story. It should be made 
up of short, simple sentences.
Liveliness*  ̂The lead should be alive. Think of saying what you have to 
cay in different and clever ways*
Completeness* While the five V*s should appear in the lead, do not be so 
strict as to spoil a story by inserting the *why** or the *who" if not 
important. Many leads are ruined just that way. However, completeness 
is necessary to give your reader a feeling of satisfaction. Do not leave 
your story •hanging* up in the air.
The. A. An.* There is a rule in many newspaper offices forbidding the 
use of the words the, w  and sa at the beginning of a story. One reason 
is that it is so easy to start with one of these words that every story 
in the newspaper will begin that way. Another reason is that since the 
lead should contain the most important fact first, you must find words 
with more meaning than the words the, js, and an. They have no meaning 
at all. They are called articles, a sort of adjective.
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The wordB that, to. whether, etc. If the laoet Important fact la your 
etory haa to do with a deciaioa or opinion of some peraon, the worda 
that, to or whether will help you make a good beginnings
Bxamplei That proapeota for a winning football team thla
fall are bright waa the opinion given by Coach J* T. 
Morgan in a talk before the student body laat Friday.
The word if** The word JJf may be used for leads where you want to state
the eondltion of a situation. It is a good word to use at the beginning
of humorous feature stories#
Sxan^let If John had not forgotten his home work, and if he
had arrived at school on time, and If he had not said 
•Hlseelf* for ••Hitiself* he would not have stepped on 
the tail of a stray cat during the ninth period In the 
office.
Because and in*# Becauae he did this, or In order that are used too often. 
Use because and In when the reason for the event you are telling about
Is the most important part of the story.
27Infinitive phrase Junior high school pupils should be acq.ualnted with 
grammar well enough to know about Infinite phrases#
They are one of the best and most useful ways to begin a story.
I^isy give an opportunity to place a verb, which la the action word, in 
a prominent place.
kxamplei To go to a city school was the alri of Mike
Donnely who entered Junior High this week from 
Florence. He has attended a one room school for 
the past seven years.
27. An infinttive phrase is a form of the verb that is introduced by to. 
As I to go. to run. to walk. When used that way to is called the 
sign of the infinitive. An Infinitive phrase may be used as a 
nouns *To write well is the goal of every reporter.* To write 
is the subject of the verb is.
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yoga» erdlrr 1% Bord» ending la ing» «specially verb form» o&ll#d
participle»^ are dangerous to use* They are d lageroue 'because they often 
lead you away fron the idea you want to express* Tiie words being, going, 
doing, are especially hard to use at the beginning of a sentence* In 
the following example note how far the subject and verb are from the 
beginning of the story* It is a very bad lead*
Catching the 10-*yard pass from hla team mate, John Mallard, 
who stood on his own one-^foot line, and dodging through the vdxol# 
Freshman team for a touchdoim In the first rdnute of a game 
played Friday at the High School Field, Junior High*» star 
quarterback, Stuart Cliko, won the gene for his team*
Put the subject first* The best way to start is the logical way* Put
the subject first because it is doing the action* Place the verb next
to it because it is the action* Let this be your general rule for all
composition work* Use the other euggestione given here to va%^ your
stories and give style to your school paper*
Informal Leads*
In addition to the beginnings discussed in the proceeding paragraphs
there are others which may be used for lnfor?72al leads. Those will not
be outlined here as they are too numbrous* Informal leads are used either
for feature stories, or to announce an event of tremendous importance*
Suppose your principal haa been at the head of your school for 20
years, and suppose that he wants to leave after all that time, what
lead could be better ahon a one line statement of that fact?
Exan’ple* Mr* Smith is leaving*
After 20 years of continuous service to the 
Townsend school district, Kr* Smith has resigned 
his position for the superintendency in Milwaukee*
Another informal lead which served the purpose much better than
the more common type appeared to announce a contest:
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Attention* The Journal!am Club la aponaorlng * 
eoBteat to find a now name for thla paper. The reason 
la that the name Junior Hi**Llghts haa been found to 
be quite a eommon name.
3otuetlnea a verse can be used to start a story. A quotation may 
sometimes be used# If you can think of some original and clever way 
to start your stories use It. Do not be afraid If your lead does not 
obey all the rules of journalism. Good English should be your first 
worry. The Interest of your readers should be your second problem.
Did the verse at the beginning of this chapter win your Interest?
Who are You?
News stories never use the words ̂  or we. or you except In quota*» 
tions. Reporters are not allowed to say In speaking of themselves. 
They are not allowed to address the readers as you. The reasons for this 
are not very important as far as school papers are concerned, but for 
your own good in learning to write well, practice using the third person, 
especially the neuter form it.
%xomple«*
Do not say, **We hope the play will be good.?
Better say, **Xt is hoped the play will be goodë?
Do not say^ "'Prom now on you must pass quietly.*
Eettey eay* *From now on pupils must pass quietly.*
The Body of the Story
The lead of a story Is not the whole story. Your readers may want 
more details. They *111 want Aore details if you make your lead 
Interesting.
In the story about the Christmas play on pages 52 and 53 we started 
out by saying, "Casting is still going on*..etc.* Now, don't you think
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that ta&ny of the boys and girls In school will be interested by that 
fact * They may want to take part In the play# They will want to know 
what the play is about and how they ean get a part#
Bach paragraph of your story must furnish new details* always giving 
the most Important first#
The second paragraph of the Christmas play story might be as follows*
The leading parts in thé play are taken by Jack Bell and 
Naomie Serr^an but tryouts are still being held in Room 101 for 
members of the ballet# Miss Salle is Interviewing pupils 
during the activity period from one to two o ’clock#
The third paragraph#
’’The play not only brings out the Christmas Spirit but 
stresses world friendship and peace# Two of the u^st effective 
parts are a dance by Stargleam and her reflections, and a dance 
in which the different countries take port#’* said Hiss Salle#
Remaining informlation Is not so important# If you continue to
add iiiore to the story you nust r%nwaber that your editor nay want to cut
parts of it out# Perhaps there will not be room for all you write and
the xaake^up editor may want to out out the last paragraph#
Read the completed story as it is given below and see if you can
take the seventh paragraph out, then the sixth and so on without des*
troylng the value of the story#
Casting is still going on for "Christmas Hill", a three 
act musical play which will be presented before the Holidays 
5  X with a special performance for parents Friday 23 at the
j  Junior High School Auditorium# Miss Martha Salle is in
charge of the production#
The leading parts in the play are taken by Jack Bell 
and Sloamle Kerr:on but tryouts are still being held in Room 
XI 101 for members of the ballet# Miss Salle is interviewing 
pupils during the activity period frtxa one to two o ’clock#
"The play not only brings out the Christmas Spirit but 
stresses world friendship and peace# Two of the most effective 
XIX parts are a dance by Stargleam and her reflections and a dance 
in which the different countries take part#" said Miss Salle#
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tziaa Jane and î er sewing olaes are In charge of
V f costuming while Don Comer and Mr# Ole Larson and a group of 
hoys are helping with the construction of tne elaborate stage*
^  The school chorus and orchestra will aleo take part in
o T  the program* They will play and sing before the play and between 
«  acta*
Children of the Junior High will not be admitted at the
TIT special Friday performance as they will see it during school 
hours during the regular weekly assembly period*
tXshers and ticket takers will be the same as those who
VÏI assisted with the ThonksglTing pro-am#
Conclusions*-Heview the following rules for writing news storiesk
1*. The news story has three parts# TÎie headline, the lead and the 
body»
2# The lead contains the bare facts stated in order of their 
importance and answer the questions; Wlio? What? When?
Where? and Why?
S# The lead may be a summarizing lead or an Inforcaal lead*
Informal leads are for feature stories or special events*
4* Tlie body of the story gives details of the event. Each 
paragraph succeeds the other In order of Importance*
5* All parts of speech and all grammatical construction may 
be used to vary the beginning of stories* But meaningless
words like the, a, and an are discouraged*
6# Test your story by cutting paragraphs beginning at the end 
and working up*
7* Use short sentences and short paragraphs*
8* Organize your notes before you start writing to produce 
clearness, accuracy, speed and interest*
9* Do not editorialize in a news story* That means do not give 
your opinion by using I, or we, or you*
10* Try to have an ocd nunber of paragraphs in all stories# One,
three, five paragraph stories look better on a printed page
than those with two or four paragraphs*
CO
Activities for Chapter V
1« Check the five W*a In the news stories you are collecting. 
List the answer# to the 1f*S In columns as followss
Who y  What I ^ h e n  | Where | Why
S« Try cutting the last paragraph from news stories from the 
daily paper. Do they still nake complete stories even when 
only the lead is left?
3« Begin a collection of one paragraph stories. Do they include 
the five B#s?
4. Collect stories from newspapers that publish both a morning 
and an afternoon edition. (Kinneopolia Tribune is one). Can 
you find long stories in the morning paper that are shortened 
for the evening edition? How often does the same lead appear?
5. What part of speech is most often used as the first word in the 
lead of your local paper?
6. Compare the lead of news stories on page one of your local 
paper to those on the sport page.
7* To help you write good stories post reminders about the room.
On posters about 18 inches long, print In large letters some 
helpful elogans-like; ACCURACY, or TXVK W*s, or REimîBSR YOU 
ARE WRITING or Î ÎE, A, AH, ARE HOT GOODt Can you think
of others?
8. Write a story. Experiment by starting it with,
1. a noun without the, a or an,
£, with a prepositional phrase,
3, with an infinitive phrase,
4. with a participle (-Ing),
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5* with a causai clause (because),
8# with that or when*
9* Practice putting variety in your etorlos by using dialogue
end straight quotation* Dialogue is when on© parson says 
soraething and a other answers* Q.uiotation is quoting the 
actual words ot a person* In either ease it is necessary 
to use quotation marks*
Which do you think is most effective for newspaper work?
10* Ask the teacher to allow two or three students to create 
an event* Watch it closely and write about it* For 
example, a boy may stand at the window, while another comes
from behind and pretends to hit him with a ruler* One boy
falls, the other runs. What happens next?
After you and your classmates have written your stories, 
compare them* How accurate were you? Do all the stories 
agree?
11* Organize your collection of clippings under such headings 
as I speeches, police, interviews, conferences, meetings, 
accidents, social, sports, business, children, animals*
You can use this as a file when you want to look up 
different leads and styles*
12* Make a collection of Informal leads*
13* Run through a newspaper to mark out all the unnecessary 
words* Learn to go over your stories and cut them down 
by crossing out extra prepositions, extra conjunctions, 
extra adverbs and extra adjectives* How often do you 
find the adverbs very and much in a newspaper story?
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News Arltbzaetie
1 ordinary boy ♦ X ordinary sebooX day m  Q
1 ordinary boy 1 oxtraordinary adventure » NEW3
X ordinary teaober 4 X ordinary asslgnrr^nt a
X ordinary teacher 4 X extraordinary asslgmaent e 23EWS
X teacher 4 30 puplXs « 0
X puplX 4 30 teachers « KEH3
1 puplX 4 X teacher 4 X epitbaXX at UEW3
X teacher giving teet 4 30 pupils taking test s 0
X teacher taking test 4 X pupil giving test a HSW3
1 cooking class 4 30 girls in cooking class « 0
X cooking class 4 X boy in cooking class m NEVfS
Adapted by special perciiselon from George C* Bastlan*s 
Editing the Day's Mews*
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Chapter VI»
ifATCH DOGS AHD E E A D U m S
Building a news story la very imioh like building a house»
After the plana for a house are made And the foundation Is laid 
out* the frame work goes up* The roof goes on next and It Is not 
until the house Is aXr.;ost finished that the outside trlrjnlngs are 
put on* And* yet* as far as appearance Is concerned* It Is the roof 
and the outside trliisnlnga that make the house attractive to look at 
and make it a truly livable home»
The notes from which you write stories and other English com­
positions are the plans and the foundation on which you build your 
newspaper stories or other written work»
The lead is the frame work»
The frame work Is* of eourse* the most Important part In 
the actual construction of a house because it is around this that 
the house Is built* It is like the lead of a story. The lead with 
Its flv# W*s Is the guide you follow when you write; and It Is th# 
guide for the reader who is trying to decide whether or not he 
wants to read r^or# of It*
The headlines of the newspaper story are like the roof and the 
bright paint and all the other trimmings* They go on last»
The headlines have a great deal to do with the interest on# 
gets in a story#
The headlines have another purpose» If you are busy* too busy
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to road much ot your newopax>cr, the headline* zziuat be complete enough 
to give the whole etory in four or five words* A headline is the 
story in a nut-*ebell*
The word headline xieans juat what it says, "head***
We mi^ht oompare the newspaper story to the human body as 
well as to the building of a house*
Our body has a head-» that** our headline* Wa also have a neck 
that connects the head to our body* that*a the lead. and the lead 
leads to the rest of the body*
EOLF FIE8T
Head BIOOD IK AIE*T WAR
Tom lee bit Ivis tongue today 
Keck after saying **aln*t** in grammar
class*
Mr* Rolf told Tom repeatedly 
not to say ain*t in spite of the 
fact that it is in the dictionary*
Tom didn*t understand and argued 
the point until all at once he 
stopped talking*
Body
The class laughed as Tom sat 
down and raised his handkerchief 
to his mouth, Mr* Rolf percei­
ved something was wrong and asked 
him to leave the roam.
Tom returned, with a 
stained handkerchief he said,
**TiiC aia*te got me**#
• >Why Headlines are Written last 
Headlines are never written for a news story until the story 
is completely finished* A story is not finished just because it is 
written. In a newspaper office a story is not finished until It has
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been read and corrected* The gransnar, the punctuation and the epelling 
are carefully checked before the etory le ready to receive the headline< 
If you follow this idea you will have better luck with all your 
written work in echool. Do not call any of your work done until you 
have checked It and revleed it*
While it le well to have a title In mind for your compoeltlone, 
you will probably be able to improve that title if you think about It 
again after the compoeltion la finlehed*
The copyreadere-
The copyreadera are the men in a newspaper office who correct the 
mistakes made by reporters* They also write the headlines*
While the copyreadera * job is not as romantic, as interesting 
and as lively as the Job of the reporters who go out In the streets to 
gather news, they are the most able workers in any newspaper* They 
hold an important position and earn more money than many of the 
reporters*
Most copy readers are experienced newspaper men* They have been 
reporters and were pro^ted because they understand the importance of 
accuracy*
Walking reference books-
Copyreadera are walking reference books* They do not know 
everything* Wliat they know is nore, important than knowing everything* 
They know where to find the Information they need. They know how to 
use the dictionary and the encyclopedia, and these books are their
friends*
After forking for years at a copyreader*s table, they learn many 
facts and of course they do not have to go to a reference book for
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everything*
Just think of It I Gan you a man who knows the first and
middle name of every important person in the United States, who can 
spell the most difficult words correctly, who can recognize a mistake 
in addresses of people he does not even know, who can call persona by 
their right titles, who knows the difference between "His Majesty"
and "His Highness", who knows the location of all cities and villages
in the world, who knows all the dates in history?
And, imagine a man who can watch all these details and at the 
sazie time correct grammatical errors, spelling, punctuation and 
write headlines?
No wonder the copyreadera are called the Watch Dogs of the Nesw* 
paper! The policemen of the Hews I
Now, of course, they may not know every little fact as we said 
here# But, they do know one fact ^ou may well learn# They know when 
they do not know, and they look it up#
Hork of the copyreader#
The work of the copyreader is called editing the news# To help 
you understand his work, here is a list of his duties;
1* To correct gran-omr and spelling#
S# To rewrite sentences and paragraphs that are not clear#
3* To follow the style sot by his newspaper#
How to Correct A Story#
Copy readers have certain signs and symbols they use in correcting
stories#
88# Newspaper jEuglioh is not different froin any other English# It
For the sake of good reading and good looks 
rules for their own use*
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Headlines
After the copy reader has corrected and rewritten the story to 
his satisfaction, he writes the headline.
He knows what size headline to use because the editor marked the 
kind wanted when he read the story. (See pa^e 33.)
The copy reader has a style of headlines which he follows. This 
style sheet, or schedule, tells the copy readers
1. How Diany lines to write.
2. How letters will q o  into each line*
This is necessary beacuse the width of a newspaper column is 
fixed and con not be stretched or bulged out. The type can not be 
squeezed or expanded at will because it is made of metal.
Only a limited number of letters will fit Into a given space.
How to count headlines-
Hot all the letters are the seme size. The letters K  and W take 
c:ore space. They are fat lett&rs. X and the mivber 1 count for one 
half a space. All other letters are regular and count for one space. 
Punctuation marks are also thin spaces and court one half.
Example:
M I S S  T » A T N S  W I H S
1J 4 i 11 ijl 1 1 1 1 1 ^  1 1 equals 15| spaces
1 s t  F L A G S  H O N O R
^ 1 1  11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  equals 14& spaces 
How to Write Heads-*
Writing headlines will provide you and your school paper staff 
with nx>re pleasure than any other journalistic activity.
Headlines can be of many different sizes and shapes. They can
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Study thla story and the vay it was corrected;
Social science classes In room 307 have just
k jycompleted a unity of wor^ called as ̂ he Alnsan 
Sees Our United States.'^
(ÿ- I An Imaginary trigjby airplane^ was taken from Boston 
'iÇo ̂ ew Orleans ̂  Stops were made at ̂ portsiit cities 
and and places of Interest. At each etop reports were ehow 
given and pictures were shown.^
j(̂ oino of the pupiks^peen to the cities on which 
they reported and were able to|glvejinfomtatioî  first 
handj(^0
Thei^ classes>^ guided by Mrs. Johns, are planning 
to take an **auto** trip across the country following 
the linooln highway from New Orleans to San Francisco.
This trip w i n  be in ttaoi-r Imaginât is n only»
*30-
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be large and bold, or very small and light 
They may be shaped like this;
Ko. I
Or like this;
Ho. II
Or like this;
No# III
The smaller headlines under the main ones, called decks or 
blanks, may be shaped like these;
1# 2*
Many combinations may be made. For example, you may combine the 
main headline Mo# I with the secondary deck No# 1, like this:
or with 
No. 2 like 
this:
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You nay add llnee, subtract Xines, shorten and even surround
tli0 whole Load with a border, called a boxt
Exai2̂ 1et ____ ____________________
your Boys Ain iu 
park Skating Race
A good headline nust be well balanced. This iceans that one line 
must not be crowded while another is left with too few words.
A  good headline la the lead of the story In brief form. It should 
contain as many of the five W*8 as possible.
Let us, for practice, go back to the story on page 58. The five 
W*s in order of importance were iTnat, Why, Wîien, W::ere, and Who. Can 
you crowd these in a headline if you are allowed three lines of 13 to 
15 spaces each?
Parts Open for 14 spaces
Christmas Play 14 spaces
Says Miss Salle 14^ spaces
Space is very precious in headlines. It cannot be wasted. The 
best way to save it la by using short ateaningful words.
By using short worda, more cuii be said In less space.
By using strorg powerful words, that eire loaded with meaning, 
more interest can be obtained.
For these reasons, two rules should be observed as iiuoh as 
possible:
1. Use verbs in the active voice, in preference to the passive 
voice. The passive voice always requires a "helping verb* 
which takes up space and weakens the meaning.
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Exemple:
Active volce--lar6* presses print our dally papers» (35 letters) 
Passive volce-"Our dally papers are printed by large presses*
(54 letters)
Active voice— (Note the logical order of the action as it goes 
from the subject that does the acting to the 
direct object that receives it#)
The reporter crashed through the door»
Passive volce-Tho door was oraehed through by the reporter»
(See how awkward this Is?)
£• Another rule concerning verbs deals with the usage of tenses# 
The rule Is simple: TJse simple tenses In preference to compound or
perfect teases#
The simple tenses require only one word, except the future 
which needs two. Perfect tenses require a helping verb#
Exemples t
Simple present— This paper scooped the story#
Present perfeot-This paper has scooped the story#
Simple past— The newsboy folded the papers.
Past perfect— ••The newsboys had folded the papers#
There are many rules used In newspaper offices that need not 
apply to school papers# furthermore, newspapers do not all agree# 
Each makes Its own rules, and you may make your own#
Try to decide what should be done about the following problems:
1# Should words be split like this:
90 Yard Run­
ning Play wins
71. a.
2. Should infinitives he used in headlines? Like this:
To go to School
is Sick Boy's Wish
3. Should the same word be repeated, like this:
Traffic Problems are very
Serious says Traffic Officer
4. Should muabers be spelled out or written?
10 Nominated for Ten Nominated for
School Election School Election
5. Should abbreviations be used?
New School Sits
is near Third Ave.
6. Should two or more sentences appear in one headline, like this:
Gold Waves Strike.
All Schools Closed.
Summary of Headline Writing,
Headlines tell the story briefly. They ore written to interest
people and to save their time, ^ell written headlines add to the
general appearance of the newspaper#
The ports of a headline are called decks or banks. The first
part is always larger and in bold letters. The smaller decks are
printed in smaller type and the letters, being smaller, appears
less black#
Letters and spaces in headlines ^ust be counted to fit the news 
colurn regardless of the style used#
Good headlines contain one verb form and only one. It Is best 
not to start with a verb and the verb should be in the active voice.
The simple present and simple future tenses are preferred to 
the others.
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HeadXines aliould never contain the meaningless articles: 
the, a ,  an.
They should match the i>tory In style. If the story Is funny, 
the headline should he equally funny. If the story Is relating 
serious information, the headline should accurately state the facts.
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AotlTities for Chapter VI.
1. Study the headlines of various newspapers. Conpare them 
from, the standpoint of appearance and news value.
S. Discuss with the class the No. XXX headline shown on page 69. 
Does it provide for nore or for less white space to appear 
on the newspaper page. Should there he snich or little white 
space on a newspaper page?
3. Add the best headlines you can find to your notebook of 
clippings.
4. Frlnt a number of cards^ about 13 Inches long, with words 
of two to four syllables. Ask the teacher to hold the cards 
up, one at a time, for about one second each. Can you tell 
how many letters there are la each word at a glance without 
actually counting on your fingers?
5. Cut the headlines from news stories* Paste the clippings ou 
sheets of paper and exchange papers with your classmate.. He 
will write a headline for your story and you will write one for 
his. Exchange again and compare with the original.
6. Look on page 87 and 68 for activities that can be applied to 
to this chapter.
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Chapter TZX
OTtiER TtllM ^S  BESIDES KEÏ.'S
It has taken us a long time to l o a m  about news. What of ths 
other types of articles that appear in newspapers? If your school 
paper is #oing to be complete in all respects and interesting to 
everyone who reads It, we r:*ttst learn about editorials, feature 
stories, reviews and other articles.
Editorials
When you are writing a nows event, you are probably "Itching* 
to write a comment of your own - but, you are not allowed to do
it. Kot in a news story#
The editorial page is the place for oortiments. Editorials give 
opinions regarding the events in the news stories.
Editorials are difficult to write and the beat writers should 
be appointed editorial writers#
Editorials should explain « Interpret - persuade and advise#
A good editorial has two parts# One part is the first para­
graph in which the writer announces the facts concerned with the
topic#
Examples
There are 480 bicycles In school and 50 per cent of 
of the children who own them must travel to the other side 
PART OliS of the Black Eagle Park to reach hosie. This Pîoans that
approximately 240 bicycles and riders must choose between 
FACTS going through the park on the sidewalk and going around on
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OU the road#
The second part of an editorial le where you nay state your 
opinion of the facts mentioned# In the first part of the example 
we gave the facts about bicycles# In the second part we may tell 
what ought to be done about them#
Examples
Bicycles are machines* and in our city that means 
bicycles are cmde to go on the road with the automobiles# 
On the other hand* sidewalks are made for people who walk.
PABT TWO* During the lunch hour there are as many pedestrians
coming towards school as there are children going away 
OPINION from school* or 240 bicycles and 240 pedestrians all in 
one block#
What are we going to do about it? Either the pedes­
trians can walk on the road* the whole lot can be allowed 
to bump* or each can use its own path#
What will it bei This writer and the editorial 
staff of your school paper say* *We*ll ride on the 
street* because we are good citizens#*
Editorial topics irrust be timely first of all# They must tell 
about what students are interested in at the present tine# During 
Christmas Holidays* your editorials may be about Cliristmas seals* 
or Junior Red Cross Sunshine boxes or how to spend the Holidays In 
a profitable manner# For Easter, you can write about the coining of 
spring* spring fever* the need for concentration on school studies* 
and other timely topics# Just before school is out* you may write 
about vacations* farewells to the graduating class* and the need for 
education in life#
While it is all right to have special editorial writers in 
your school paper staff* It will pay you to be liberal in looking 
for and accepting compositions from other students# Your English
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teachers may asked to look for good theiies that can be used as 
editorials.
Another good Idea la to ask every memter of the paper staff to 
write at least one editorial each, nonth.
Feature Stories
•Monday after school, Jackie and Joe were akating*
Jackie* s mother wanted hiî : to go to his Aunt I ary * a for 
her# Jackie asked Joe to go with him. On their way,
Jackie started to cross in the riddle of the block#
Joe said he was going to the corner to cross# He also took 
his skates off to cross the street#
Coming back, the saiue thing happened. This time 
Jackie was not so lucky# He did not see the approaching 
auto and was struck# He was token to the hospital where 
he spent the rest of the school term and most of his 
vacation."
From The Wilsonian#
The story you have just read is a news story* It tells about
an event, and yet, can you find certain facts about that story that
do not make it a news story? What is the difference between that 
story and others?
This story is called a feature story, because it tells news
in such a  way that it also toaches a lesson# It is not an editor-
l a l  because it does not tell what you think about it, and it is not 
a  news story because it does not limit itself to the mere facts#
It is bard to distinguish between a news story and a feature 
story at times#
Feature stories are dressed up news stories# They may be old 
news, or funny news, or sad news# They are always out of the 
ordinary and interesting news# They are never the most important 
stories in the paper, but they are the most readable#
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To write a news story, you were told to tell the most Important 
thing first. To write a feature story, you must tell the most 
interesting thing first. This means you must think about "Human 
Interest" or what appeals to your fellow students.
Compare the two stories given here. #hlsh is a feature story?
Two cases of milk, two of 
chocolate milk and one ease of 
orange juice are used daily by 
pupils of the Junior High School, 
according to Miss Williams, head 
of the cafeteria.
One hundred eighteen boys 
and girls are steady customers 
for the noon hour. They are 
waited on by Miss Williams and 
her four Ixelpera, Nor ley Hoover, 
Gloria Minda, Kate Dallmazi.
Milk and chocolate are 
running neck and neck for 
popularity this semester. Far 
behind in the race is our old 
stand-by, orange juice. Each 
morning finds two cases of 
milk and one of orange Juice 
delivered to the Junior High 
School.
With such a thriving 
business, Mies Williatos, head 
of the cafeteria, finds It 
necessary to have several help­
ers to take care of the noon 
sales*
The helpers are Korley 
Hoover, Gloria H.inda, and Kate 
Dallman
Forth—two boys and seventy 
six girls and nine teachers 
make use of the cafeteria.each 
school day.
The following story is another example of a good feature story. 
It I?as news value, but It plays up the interesting feature first.
Students Can Knjoy 
Fine Library Books
Did you know there are 3,076 books on the 
shelves of our school library? Of this number, 
there are thirty reference books, seven sets of general 
encyclopedias, and a set of Grove’s Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians. Tnere is also a fine Latin 
dictionary for the puzzled LS6in scholars.
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In addition to the books, twenty*-two current 
magaziaea are received each loonth. These include; 
"The American Girl", "The Reader** Digest", "Boy*# 
Life", "Popular Science", and many others for study 
and pleasure.
From The Bupj.e
Reviews.
Book reviews are book reports. They should play a prominent 
part in every school paper. Junior high school pupils are still 
forming the worthwhile habit of reading books. Members of the 
Journalism class have already formed that habit* but many other 
students are still learning* The school paper should take the lead 
in helping those pupils select books carefully.
Daily newspapers do not always give favorable reports on books, 
A review may say something good or aoiDCthing bad about a |iook. In 
school* however, it is best to review only the good books. And, 
since books in your school library have been carefully selected by 
your teachers, it is not likely that you find bad books or poorly 
written books there.
"Book of Living Reptiles"
"Book of Living Reptiles"— by Ditriarx is an 
Instructive and beautiful book. Remarkable colored 
charts and colored maps on which are located var­
ious snakes, crocodiles, lizards, turtles, and tortoises 
from various parte of the world accompanied by 
descriptive text, will be found in this book.
Miscellaneous Plater!al 
Other interesting material that you can look for and consider 
for your school paper and crossword puzzles. Tliese inay cost too 
much to be printea, but they can be mimeographed on separate sheets
and inserted between the pages of your paper.
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Poe: :s written ty etudcnts In reading or grarüüxür class should 
also be included. Do not print Siany of these, however, as only a 
l i d  ted nut:bor of students are interested In reading them.
Hunor colunns and gossip colurnns may also be used. Do not 
have many jokes. Good jokes are rare. In addition, you must not 
forget that the purpose of the school paper is to furnish information 
about the school and pror^ote Interest In school and in education.
If your paper is full of jokes it will create a bad impression of 
your school.
Gossip columns should be handled with great care. Your teacher 
knows what is proper a d what is in bad taste. Trust the opinion of 
your sponsor.
Look over these suggestions. Can any of them be used in 
your paper?
A Calendar of Events 
A Faculty Corner 
A Year ago Column 
Questions and Answers 
A Society Column 
An Exchange Column
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Activities for Chapter TII
!• Read editorials In newspapers. Criticize them and score them 
as followsi
1. For whom written— for all or for a few?
8. Do they state a fact in the first paragraph?
3. Do they make a definite point?
4. Do they present a sound argument?
5. Are they convincing?
6. Could they he shorter?
2# Rewrite editorials you find in other school papers.
3. Consider the following list for possible editorial topics 
for your school paper:
Be Boosters That Gum chewing
"Letting George Do It" School Property
Budget your Tine Keep Off the Grass S
"},(y Country •tls of Safety and Bicycles
Thee"
Outdoor Life Helping Imw^Comers
Art and You Your Study îlubita
i;other*3 Day Our School Clubs
Tardiness High School Dext&
4. Hake a "question" from one of the above topics. In the hall 
or on the school grounds^ ask the question to the first five 
boys or girls you meet. Write an editorial based on the 
answers you obtain.
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Chapter VIII
ART IK TmS KBVJSPAFEK 
Make-Up
Kext to writing headlines, making up your school paper will 
give you the greatest pleasure.
Make-up means putting the newspaper together. Placing the 
stories, the pictures and the ads in their respective places is make# 
up work.
The make-up of page one is the ^ost interesting because it is 
there that the Important stories are placed. Newspapers have different 
styles of make-up and one can often be recognized at a distance even 
i%an the nacie can not be read.
There are two kinds of make-up. T^e balanced make-up and the 
circus make-up#
The balanced make-up is serious, easy to look at and attractive 
from an artistic view point. The circus make#up on the other hand, 
is more alive because the lack of balance smkes It less monotonous 
and it attracts attention because it is different.
We shall not study the make-up of large newspapers because they 
have so rany more columns than your school newspaper that we can not 
compare the tv/o. You right look at a circus Mtike—up or unbalanced
make-up like The Denver Post and compare it to one that is balanced.
A balanced make-up usually makes a désigna The headlines and the
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pictures liiake a deal n in the form of a  large E, or a  cross or a  T*
The circus inake«»up makes no design.
There are a few newspaper rules that will help you a ake^-up your 
school newspaper.
1* The column on the right hand side of the page is considered 
the best place for Important stories.
2. The first coluirji, the one on the left, is considered 
second best and the story of next importance will be found there.
3. The other colurms on. the front page are of about equal
importance. The last pago of the paper, the back page is almost as
valuable as the front page. Do you ever look at the back page first?
4. 0x1 the inside, it is generally considered that the odd
nurabered pages are better than the even numbered pages. Eage three, 
and five are better places for popular stories than pages two, four
and six, etc. That is why editorials and columns are found on page
two. In oth^r words the best pages are saved for news.
5. In placing headlines you should never have those of the same 
size and style of typo next to each other* If you do this, the heads 
seem to run togeth r and can not be read.
6. A generous amount of white space should be left, here and there, 
throughout the pages of your newspaper to moke It more attractive and 
more easily read.
7. Stories in columns should be separated by dashes or cut off 
rules. Dashes are short linos about one inch long us d to separate 
stories as they appear one beneath the other in a newspaper column. 
Cutoff rules are lines running all the way across t e column. They
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laean that the atory is continued tvom the ooluiui to the left 
Examples;
HI-Lights Thank
Flrot Advertiser
The Junior Hl-Llghts la 
very grateful for a hit of 
advertisement, the first this 
year from Billy ïîaid of Group 
2S* The ordinary advertising 
rate for one inch la 45 cents 
but due to the fact he is the 
first customer, the staff is 
giving Llia a generous discount. 
The size of the add is one by 
one column
DASH-
liiener Boast Hold
Â wiener roast was recent­
ly iiold in a vae-nt lot by Hi ch­
ard Goodau, Dale Stocker, Ber­
nice Packer, Clarence Ander­
son, V e m  Rogers, end Dale 
Delllng.
A fire engine came up the
?/onday is
Story Time
Social studies in room 
309 had a change this year. 
Last year Kiss Volk had all 
8th graders including her 
home room, but this year she 
has both 7th and 8th#
She decided she will 
read to her classes on Ionm 
days and have formal meeting 
of the groups on Tuesdays.
street and the children put 
the fire out as qui ckly as they 
could. Doris ran home and did 
not come back even after the 
fire engine had gone on its 
way. She was left out of the 
wiener roast. Dale who was her 
official escort did not nlnd*
COimiN
RÜLS
8. When a story Is not completed on one page, directions must 
be given to help the reader find tLe rest of it# Such directions 
usually read, "Continued on page 3", or "Continued page 3, column 2". 
Tricks of Trake-up-
By learning how to use type and especially by learning the many 
different kinds of type tl.ere are, you can do much to make your news­
paper page attractive, for example you can use headlines written in 
capital and small letters, like this;
Band Gets Kew Uniforms
E4.
Xu another eoluruu you oan h&ve a headline written in italic 
letters, like this ohsi
To vary the headlines and Inprove the pa^e you can use boxed 
heads* This la ^ood to use at the top of a page between two other 
headlines:
Parents Visit j 
School Clubs
Once in a while you nay ask your printer to indent a story*
Indent i eans to leave an extra white nargin on each side of the story* 
This nakes it stand out and gives an appearance of neatness*
A good Idea is to have your local newspaper take pictures of 
the class officers and council loembers of the school* After the news­
paper has used the pictures, you can borrow them and print them*
If you want to have your own pictures i;ade and printed in the 
paper you will have to inoLulre about costs* You will find it is quite 
expensive*
Advertising
The ads in your school paper will help to make It attractive if 
you l o a m  to handle them correctly* The border around them should be 
attractive, and the type used in then should be pleasant*
TÏ'S ads are always placed in the newapap r before the rest of it 
is made up* T ere are three methods used in advertising make-up* lu 
each case the larger ads are placed at the bottom* The first two 
designs nhown here are widely used*
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There 1b only one rule to remecber In placing the ade in your 
newspaper page. Te fair to the advertiser. He wants his ad read by 
as zoany people as possible. Place his ad next to sotrae copy if possible. 
You can not do it if you pile the advertisements one on top of the 
other as shown belowi
Art
Art can be brought into the school newspaper in r any ways.
Permanent drawings may be placed at the top of bot.̂  of the 
columns. These drawings can be used over and over giving an 
artistic touch to your paper at low cost.
Pictures and cartoons may also be drawn on paper and traced for 
reproduction by the nliteogruph process. These ; ay then be inserted
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Inslda the pa&ea of the paper. A number of junior high eohoola are 
inserting oross-word puzzles into the pages of their paper just like 
that.
Wood and linoleum blocks are life savers for junior high school 
papers. Art classes will be glad for the opportunity to contribute 
to the school paper. Vfnea you ask them to make a wood block for you 
be sure to tell them ho» wide it has to be. The block has to be 
nailed onto a piece of wood so that the whole wood cut will be 
exactly as high as the type.
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Act!Titles for Ckapter VIII
1. Make a front page dmrjssy sheet of three columns. A duimy 
sheet is a piece of paper of the ear© size as your newspaper 
page. It la ruled off just like your newspaper. Cut up a 
number of newspapers. Cut @ cries, pictures and advertise­
ments and be sure some are more than one column in width. 
îTow paste the stories, pictures and ads on the ducaay sheet.
2. Do the same with a four and a five coluum dumny sheet.
3. Do the same with inside pages. Practice with stories that 
must be continued or ’•juuiped** on another page.
4. Practice writing jump heads for exercise 3.
5. Cut a number of short one paragraph stories* Cut the headlines 
off. Trade stories with your classmates. Write headlines for 
the story you get from your neighbor while he writes one for 
your story. Exchange back again and compare the headlines to 
the original ones as they appeared in the newspaper.
6. Try the same thing using all the headlines given on page,
7. Practice writing headlines using the subject first and the 
verb next to it#
8. Become acquainted with a synonym book. A good one is Hopet * a 
Thesaurust another is Allen*s Synonyms arid Antonyms.
9. Play a gane thinking of synonyms. For ex ̂ mple: Draw a base­
ball diamond on the black board. Ask your oponent to express 
the word •pretty'* in as many ways as he can. If he says 
•beautiful** give him one base. If he says, •beautiful and 
handsome", give him two bases. If he gives, "beautiful, hand-
68,
«orne, good looking and beauteous" you can give him a bom# 
run. If he caa not ^Ive any or gives the wrong one it Is an 
"out", and of course, after three outs It Is your turn to go 
to "bat". If there are any arguements let the dictionary 
be the umpire*
10. Study the front page make-up of different newspapers.
Decide whether they are balanced or unbalanced? Study the 
kind of circulation the various papers have. Do the balanced 
papers go directly to the bones of people or are they sold on 
the streets?
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Chapter IX
THE EEPOHTER
Did you know that journalists are very Intelligent people?
A few years ago, the governr.ent of the United States gave teats 
to study the Intelligence of people and It was discovered that 
journalists were well up toward the top of the list*
Kow, of course, getting a job as a newspaper reporter will 
not make you srnart, but if you are successful as a reporter, it 
means you are using a high degree of intelligence* It does not 
mean that intelligent people make good journalists, either* It 
simply means that to be a good newspaperman, you must use your 
head to its fullest capacity*
The good newspaper reporter has certain characteristics, and 
these characteristics apply to all members of your school paper 
staff* A good newspapenaan or woman is:
1* Accurate 
2* Speedy
3* Dependable and trustworthy 
4* Polite
5. Fair
A good newspaperman or woman has:
1* Perseverance 
Zm Self confidence 
3* Poise
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4* Good tast*
5» A good education 
6* Many interests In affairs of life 
7# A good disposition
8. A "nose for newe"
9• Tact 
10# Tolerance
Junior hlfph school toys and girls do not possess all of these 
characteristics and qualities, because sons have to be acquired# 
Accuracy and Speed
Accuracy and speed are traits that you can develop for your­
self. Your will-pOY/er is the only friend you have in this inatter# 
If you want to be accurate and speedy, you can. If you are too 
lazy to look for words in the dictionary— it*a up to you* But, if 
you want to become accurate and speedy, zieiabershlp in the school 
Journalism club will help you by giving the neoeasary practice» 
Notice that the list of characteristics Is given in two 
groups# In group one are traits that you can posses of your own 
accord# You can be accurate and speedy if you want to# 
Dependability
You caa also be dependable and trustworthy, or you can be 
a sneak and a thief# That's up to you also# You know what people 
think of sneaks and thieves and what they do to than#
A person who la not dependable may not be a criminal In the 
eyes of the law, but such a person is a criminal to hlmaolf, be­
cause he will not be able to find and keep a Job# He will
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wander froBTi place to place very much like a man without a country. 
It*8 up to you, but your teacher*, your parente, your pal* will 
h*lp you If you want them toî 
Polltenee*
You have been tau^t to be polite since you were a baby.
Try not to think of politeness as eonethlng to use only when you 
want a favor done for you. Do not be impolite to people who are 
inferior to you or who will not serve your purpose, Politeness is 
essential to succeed in any kind of work. You can learn to be 
polite— but that is up to you tool 
Fairness
Fairness in the sense meant here, carries the idea of good 
sportsmanship, Ifuch fairness can be learned and developed. You 
can do a areat deal about your own fairness, but ruch depends on 
the treatment you receive from others. If others are not fair to 
you, fairness on your part must take a different aspect, one that 
is called tolerance.
Tolerance is listed under the second heading because it is 
one of the characteristics you have to leam. Tolerance may be 
learned through education only. Go to school to learn all the 
facts about life, about people, about things, because to know is to 
understanA"«*to understand is to be tolerant.
Tolerance is not the only Journalistic characteristic that 
comes from a good education. Self confidence, tact, good taste, 
poise, interest in lany activities are all direct results of 
education, especially of the contacts you iial:.e with teachers and 
classmates.
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The good reporter la the one who is at ease, stands straight, 
talks intelligently# That is poise. He la full of confidence be- 
oause he knows his business# He knows what he la saying and how 
to say it*
Ho is clever in Judging people# Ke knows when to start talk­
ing, when to stop, what to ask and when to ask It# That is tact#
The good reporter should wear his clothes well; he should keep 
them clean; he should pick good looking neckties and keep his shoes 
shined* When he talks, he should not use slang and he does not offend 
people with awkward renarks# He goes to good picture shows, reads 
good books, has t'ne right kind of friends# He has good taste#
The reporter has to be interested In nany different activities 
of life* He will write a story about a boxing atch today, a 
church sermon tomorrow and perhaps a love story the next day#
All these attributes, when put together and mixed, make up the 
personality of a good reporter* People who know him simply say,
"He has a good disposition"# Study yourself carefully# Do not worry 
if you are weak in spots, because education will holp you correct 
your weaknesses, if you stick to it* That's perseverance#
The only characteristic we have not discussed is "nose for news?* 
Information will often lead to iFiore information* In other words,
"nose for news" is not a funny kind of nose at all* It is Just a 
very educated nose that recognizes the difference between Important 
and unimportant facts, serious and silly people and events, the right 
and the wrong, the good and the bad# Do you have a "nose for news"?
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Can it be developed? Poes it have anything in comt*oii with "common 
sense"?
Journalism
Journalism means, if you consult the dictionary^ "the business
or profession of publishing, editing, or writing for journals or 
S9newspapers"* If you look up journals, you will find that they 
are diaries, nagazlnes, period!oals— almost everything that is 
written*
Journalism is, a very large field* The training you get as a 
member of a journalism club or class may lead you into many interest­
ing opportunities*
Advertising, radio, and merchandieing are a few of many fields 
open to journalists* Journalism is not a crowded profession when 
you think of it in a broad minded sort of way*
29* «ebsttîr*s Ne# International Dictionary*
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Activities for Chapter IX.
1* Make a list and collect printed materials other than newspapers 
and ma^^azlnos, Are they the work of Journalists?
B, Study the subjects included in college courses for journalists. 
S. How many famous authors can you name wîio have been journalists?
4. On the first page of your journalism notebook, write the 
characteristics of a good journalist, look at them often.
5. Head and report on the life of some proalaeiit journalist.
(See Bibliography)
6. Head and report on the history of some newspaper.
(See Bibliography)
7. Make a dictionary study of the characteristics listed on 
pages 69 and 90#
PART TWO-
Editing tîiô School Paper
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Chapter X 
GET TEAT STORY*
There ie no uee talking about a school paper until you have eome^
thing to put In It, Of course, you must make plane# but you know how
It lo— -the hardest part Is to get started* And plans will be easier
to make If you can try them out on e«nethlng# let's start right in|
let's get some stories*
If this Is your first issue of the new school year# here Is a
list of possible storiest
New teachers
New books In library
The Principal's message
Changes In classes
The new seventh graders
New eighth graders from out of town
New clubs
Old clubs In action agsln 
Vacation stories 
Open house
Editorial about school spirit 
football
Outline of programs for fall 
Coming parties 
School council elections 
Enrollment figures
Traffic squad and police regulations 
what the home rooms are planning 
School exhibits during the summer fairs 
Orchestra end chorus 
Junior Had Cross 
fire drills
Interviews*
The first story smggested Is about now teachers. Suppose there Is 
only one new teacher in the school this year. Her name Is Miss Lucy E. 
Smith and she Is teaching English. That much you know* By asking a 
fsw questions, your club sponsor will tell you she is taking the place
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of Mr. M, C« Gkilfeln who 1» now principal of the wuÊmr Central school*
To got the rest of the story there In only one thing you can do. You 
Kuot Interview the new teacher.
In this story you saust find out all you can that Is unknown about 
the now tea her. She may be busy v^en you approach her so you will 
with the intention of asking for a definite appointment. This is Im­
portant. Always try to make an appointment, end then keep It.
Like all good scouts, the good reporter goes to make his appoint­
ment hoping that the person to be seen will not be busy, "n# prepared** 
Perhaps the new teacher will talk right away. Take a card and nenoil 
along.
The next thing to do is to hide the card and pencil. You won*t 
use thf^ until the conversation with the new teacher has well started. 
Why? After B<me expe ience, you will discover that there are four types 
of people. Those who talk and know what they say, those idio won’t talk, 
those who depend upon your questions be ause they don’t know any news, 
and those who take the interview away from you and ask you questions.
Those who won’t talk are often afraid of reporters, unjustly, of 
course. If you take paper ^nd pencil aad hold them in plain sight, 
they become aware that what they say ^111 appear in print and become 
frightened. It is best not to take a chenoe.
Luck is with you. The new teacher will see you right away. You 
might as well tell her we are from the school paper and in the same 
breath extend an official welcome to the school fro^ the papar.
Say to hers
•I hope you like our school.* She will answer, *0h, yes, I do I 
I have already made many good friends and I think the pupils are splendid
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boy* and girl*.*
Ot eourso, you expected her to cay that* It l8n*t news» but #hc did 
cay It» and it will bo cafe to print* How you might cay,
**Do you Ilk# it better than in your old palee?"
Her answer will not make much difference because yôu cannot print 
her answer out of respect and courtesy for the school of another city*
But the next' logical question la:
"Where did you come from?"
Now you can take out the paper and pencil* Jot down the place she 
names and check it for spelling*
The next questions suggest th@mselve&* ":.hat did she teach there? 
Where did she go to college?"
It isn't until you hare w n her confidence, that you can ask a few 
personal quest on about her hobbies, home town, birth place, and her 
travels. If a man, be sure to ask if he is married and if he has any 
Children*
It's easy after you are started— easy up to the point where your 
personality is wearing off* 
bhen to atop*
%%hen the person to ŵ hom you are talking, moves forward to the ed?re 
of his or her chair, or stands up— you stop asking questions. Make up 
your mind to go* %ish the teacher good luck, say you will come back 
again, and go*
Go I Tours is a business affair, and the teacher has work to do* 
There is no use creeping up to the door, first on one foot, then on 
the other* Ho need to play with the doorknob. Ho need to play with
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your hat, as you*!! only drop It# Tou trill make a batter impression 
If you go In a bualneaa-llke way#
Dash to the elub room and write the story#
The Story
Here are the notes you took about ITlss Saith*
Smith L# %#
English and Eistroy in Kent, 'Washington 
4 years ther, first job 
^ash# state college. A# B# degree 1950 
likes Great Falls because near mountains and she likes 
climbing# Dramatics in college# ^ill have dramatics here. 
Can you wtite the story from these notes? Tou eon If you do not 
wait too long.
The story is about Miss &altb# It must be all right to start
with her name# As a rule, it is best not to repeat teachers* names
in the lead of the school paper story. But, since Miss Smith is a
stranger to the pupils and has a direct "personal interest* with all
of them, it is perfectly all right to start with her name#
The *edio* will come firsts
tho? Miss Lucy Em Smith, for four years a teacher in
bhere? Kent, Washington, joined the Junior High School
That?
When? faculty this fall, to replace Mr# K. 0# Galkin, who
Why? was appointed principal of the new Central School,
More She will teach English and sponsor a dramatic elub#
what
Miss Smith is especially pleased with her post 
here because Greet Falls is near the mountains and
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mountain ollmblng la her favorite eport.
•I 11k# Great Falla very much# X have already made many 
good friend# and I think the pupil# are eplendid Soya and 
girl#,** she said#
The interview story 1» one of the easiest to write because the 
feet# are all given to you by somebody else. All you have to do la 
think of new# value and write It*
let*# try another story# This time you will have to use your
head*
Suppose that t 1# morning during the home room period* your 
teaeher eaid there were too many pupils who live within four blocks 
of the school riding on bicycles# It was suggested that these 
children might Just as well walk t%us lessening traffic dangers#
Being a wide awake reporter* you Irmtedlately saw the chance for a 
story*
Too many bicycles? All right, let*# find out about that# How 
many ar-e there in the school? «there a-e we going to find that?
First, check with the office. Ask how many bicycles ther^are#
If the office cannot tell you, ask how many bicycle racks there are 
on the school ground»#
With these facts jotted on a piece of paper you can go out to 
view the scene of your story#
You can tell at a glance If the racks are full# Tou can see if 
there are more bicycles than racks.
If the office didn't tell you the number of bicycles and doesn't 
know the Dumber of recks, don't start counting them# Hot yet, anyway# 
Bnlist the help of one of your fellow reporters end from room to
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roon» %lth the permlBsloa of your teacher, «uad get an accurate count 
of bicycle ownere ; ho ride to school»
H->re are the fact# from which you must writs the story; 100 racks, 
145 bikes.
That does not look #ery promising for a reporter who wants to 
help fill his school paper with news!
Features
But, there is a way# Newspaper people look for possible "feature 
angles" in addition to news# A feature is a news story -ith a little 
sugar coating# Some reporters explain it as a story with a little 
"twist" to Jii&ke it longer, pleasant, and more interesting# "fbe follow-» 
lag story was printed In a school paper by an eighth grade girl who 
discovered a feature angle for the facts given above. She measured 
a bicycle and called up the City Engineer* s office to ask the length 
of city blocks#
"If all the bicycles belonging to students of the Junior 
High school were placed end to end, they would reach frcsa the 
school to the Post Office, which is 12 blocks from school, or 
a distance of one mile.
Traveling at the rate of 10 miles en hour, la single file,
the 100 bikes In school can hold up traffic for 6 minuta» at any
intersection#
An enterprising reporter for the Junior High Lights figured 
these things out for no greater rsfijon than to assist those who 
are interested in solving the bicycle traffic problem of the Junior 
High School#
A check—up revealed thut at least 35 of the 100 bicycle riders 
now bringing their wheels to school live within walking distance 
and could walk if they wanted to."
Feature stories play a prominent part in school papers# Many of your
stories should develop along lines as the one described above# They
also give an op?ortunlty for you to develop your literary ability. The
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jourzxaXifiBi field as you b v* learned in a r»revloua chapter includes 
writing for loa.^azlses* Tht» means that you can get experience in writing 
fiction storloG, poems# and essays, es ell ms news#
It*s copy roy|
Tour stories are now "copy*, ^rite them well as you can in 
ink and leave room at the top of your paper for a headline. Tour 
coÿy will have to he typewritten before it Is sent to the printer.
Place your name at the upper right hand comer. At the left 
write a short worfc which will be the name of the story. For example# 
the story out Miss Smith can be called "Smith*# the one about bicycles 
can be called "Pikes".
These names will help you when you make-up the paper.
Humber your pages if there are more th%n one* Write *^Bore* at the 
bottom of any page that Is not the end of a story. At the end of the 
last page# draw a short line or make the mark or *30".
Kow your copy is ready for the copyreader and headline writer.
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Chapter ZZ
THS DTTÆOr*
Diliea you placed your story in the basket, you probably noticed 
that there were a lot of other stories In there already. ,ail le you 
were busy getting your stories on Miss Smith and the one on "Bikes*, 
your fellow reporters were busy too# As soon as the teaeher has enough 
stories and ha® approved of them, they sroay be sent to the printer. It 
will be a day or two before he can send the proofs back to you.
Vihlle you are waiting why not complete the plans for the cowing 
issue of the newspaperî-
Tou can help your sponsor, who so far is the only one who has a 
general Lno9?led;re of the stories available. In planning the mke-up of 
the issue. In the future you can elect one of your own club members 
to be make-up editor and he can do the work*
The Dummy
A  sheet of paper, of th ̂ some sine as the newspaper, is ruled off 
into columns. If your paper is to have three columns divide it Into 
three. A good size for a beginning paper is 101/8 X 83/4 Inches with 
three columns about two and one quarter inches each.
Draw a line about one and one half Inches from the top of the paper 
and run It all the way across the page#
In the space above that line will appear the name of your paper.
Draw anoth r line one quarter Inct from the first line and parallel 
to it. In this space you will write your date line,the volume member
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and the iaeue immber. Tha voltma ntimbor Aill be one during the mhole 
first year of publication* &ext year It ^111 be Volume T^o> The issue 
number will be Wo, 1 for the first issue; Wo, 2 for the eocond issue, 
and BO on until the end of the year*
% e  ahaet of paper ruled o f and maiited vith volume and issue 
numbers and * he name of the paper in its place will be your du my sheet 
for the front page of the paper*
Tou can make dummy sheets for pages two, three and four, Buie these 
pages off in three columns and draw a line across the page about three 
quarters inch from the top, the margins on each side of the pmges should 
be about one half inch, while the marrin at the bottom of the pages 
should be about three quarters of inch.
An inventory of Copy
By estimating about 35 to 40 words to the inch you can figure how 
many inches of type the printer will send you. If the etoyy about Mias 
Smith has 90 words how much space will it take? About three inches 
counting a headline. How many inches r̂lll the ^Bike* story take up? 
About fowr inches *ith headline*
Suppose you have the following amoumta of copy available for your
first issue.
Tentative page X Raws Stories
4 Miss Smith
4 Bikes
4 Books
1 Elections
5 Football
1 Enrollment
1 Programs
1 Council
4 Bpen house
1 Treffio
8 Class news
Length in inches
8
4
8
13
1&
4
5
7 stories ranging from one 
to four inches
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XI Editorial Pag#
S TSditorlal 7
2 Book review#
2 Club aewa X&"
3 Goaaip oolumn 8
3 Maathead I s
XIX^ Mlacellaneou#
4 Advertlaemaat* Z ade inch each
Total for page 1    , . .. . 24
Total for page 3   .......... . . 27^
Total for page 3..,...........  ....... 20 <about)
Total for page 4. ....... 11
How will tbla come out? If there are three eolumne each eight 
Inches lon^ an pa^e 1 it will come out just right. The column on 
the other pa^ee are a little longer. They should be almost nine 
inches each. Therefore, there mill be one half inch too much for 
page 3; but, pages 3 and 4 are both short of copy. That means,
•Go Lo work and get more newel*
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Chapter XII 
What*a la a Wame?
Pezhp ipa  the name of yonr eehool p a p e r  l a  a  a m a l l  matter to you*
But, If y ! iBant your eehool paper to he noticed and read with interest, 
you should select Its name with care.
j^ames are often selected too rapidly, because they sound "cute" 
or elcTer, or because some other paper has that name.
Both are poor r aeons. %ere can be no gr at pleasure in copying 
the name of another paper, and clever sot ndlng names soon lose their 
effectiveness# The name of a Junior hisçh school paper should hive a 
definite neaning and purpose. It nay be based on one or more of the 
following:
1* Education
Zm Information
3. Locality
4. Boys and girls, IS to 15 years old.
5. drades 7, 8, and 9*
Education
I f  the name la going to b e  representative of a  school, it must 
not suggest anything opposed to education. It does not have to bo 
educational, but it must not be against education. Do not choose a name 
such as "Hooey" or "School Scandals".
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Information.
No*^spaporô are often named to suggest the giving of Information.
Words like herald, tribune, ohroniole, journal, all mean: to give
Information. Such names as the following ai*e appropriate: Junior
Herald. Junior Hl—Chronlcle. The Bugla^. lake Junior Views#
Boys and girls 7, 8, and 9th grades.
The name must not b# old or serions. It should be the name of a 
publloation edited for and by boys and ^Irls In the 7, 8, and 9th grades, 
for that re son, the names Tribune, Journal, Globe, really belong to 
dally newspapers because these words h've meanings much too "large* for 
a school paper.
Can you think of names that sound <*young* and smaller in scope?
The danger in picking "young" sounding names is that they often 
are not dignified. For instance, names such Junior Ri-I if a have a double 
meaning that might be misunderstood * The Junior 31-Gossip does not 
create a satisfactory impression. The Huttors. The Tattler, and The 
Monitor are a 11 tie better.
Locality.
An original name for your paper may be found by thinking of your 
surroundings. Tour school paper should be representative of your school 
and of your ccanmunity. why not give it a. repress tative name. 15any 
school papers are so named. For examplei
Inawa la the name of a high school paper in Montana, It 
Bison. It is representative of the west an^ of Indiana and their wild life#
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Pony ExT>reas is a young sounding name. The •'Pony* give a the inpression 
of small size while ^Exproaa** Impliea carrying news. This la a good name 
if you live where pony express riders passed In frontier days.
The üllsonlan is the name of a school paper In Indianapolis. Tlleon 
is the name of the s hool. The name Wilsonian is, therefore, appropriate.
More About Mores is the name of the paper of the Mores school in Denver. 
It has a logical reason for its name.
Â name representing your school or city, giving the idea that It 
carries infoiretion, and not too old in •sound* or meaning, should he 
an ideal name. The name should be fairly short# In most instances, 
ten to fourteen letters is about right, and twenty letters should be the 
maximum.
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Chapter 2III
UP YOTO m w t  
The Style Sheet
Tou will Yind nistakes ia th»? paper whea It comes out la print; 
mistakes that slipped by you, the copyr aders, and even the teaeher I 
It Is too late to correct them# Some ini stakes will almost always sneak 
around the *^atch dogs" and get In the paper# But, that Is no excuse 
for being negligent#
The rfost eocanon errors in school lapers are graxnmationl mistakes 
and spelling#
Some mistakes are not mistakes at all# Sometimes the person who 
reads a newspaper thinks he sees an error because the writer makes 
him feel uncertain by writing the sans Information la two dlf:‘©rent
For exapiple# If you write^ "George Anderson belongs to Group B
and was out of school during February although last year he had a
perfect at oadance record from Sept# to June# Last year, George was
a member of group four#*X
Notice that the word group Is capitalized In one place but not 
in the other; the mvnth of February Is spelled out while the mouth of 
September is abbreviated; and the figure a pears in one place while 
four is written out.
iVhlch is right? %%ich is wrong? All of them are right# They
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ap» right by themeelve#, but the reader will wonder about It, qnd it 
will make him nervous* He will feel like saying, "Vvhy don't you make 
up your mind, one way or the other?*
Tou o n niake up your rind by starting a style sheet iid adding 
to it as new problems arise*
A style sheet is a list of formulas or rules for you to follow 
In order to make the paper uniform.
Study the following style sheet* Can you adopt any of the Items?
GEKKHAl IHSmiCTlCKS
To all reporters;
Write in ink, on ink paper. Write plainly*
Put your name at upper right hand oomer of each page*
Brlte In paragraph»*
leave large r^rglns on each aidé of your atorles, plenty of space 
between lines, and leave enough room at the top to write a headline*
Indicate the end of your story by a mark: # or 30
Write more if the story is not complete on one page* Humber the 
pages*
Put your stories in the basket marked "copy**
E v e r y b o d y t
Be accurate
Cap 11 all'/at 1 on
Capltali'/et
All proper nouns, months, deys of the week, but not the seasons* 
examples: John Jones, February, Monday, summer.
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Prinoipal #ord# In titles of plays» books and in deadlines#
:Sxampleej "The Three Musketeers'*» "A Tale of Two Cities#*
Titles of officials, their rank# or occupations 'when they 
ccaae before the name#
Szamplesi President George Washington#
Fames of companies, churches, schools, clubs, but not the word 
that tells the kind of organization when it comes at the ^nd*
Example; Great Falls high school* University of Minnesota#
Geographical names if they precede proper nouns#
içxamulast Missouri river# Lake Superior#
God, pronouns referring to Him and names of religions#
FJtaxnpless Christ, First Presbyterian church#
Ter.chers* college degrees#
iixampless B#A,t Ph#B#| II#A#
Holidays, but not the word day#
Fxamrlesî Fourth of July, Memorial day#
Fames of races, and nationalities#
Example#; French, Negro
Do not capitalizeÎ
Points of the compass#
?Sxai7iplesï north, east, unless you mean a geographical 
section like "the South of the United States#*
Wymes of school subjects except languages#
ExamplesÎ He studies history, French and arithmetic#
Always capitalize;
T5ie President of the United States and America
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Ponctuation
Follow the regular punctuation rule* given in your grazzmar book.
Punctuate; 1* with commaa# and aend-eolona;
Names followed by acme Identifications.
Sacomplesj Jack ânith, president; Catherine Olson, vice presi­
dent. (treat Falla, Montana; Tuscon, Arizona; Oakland, California.
In general, do not use aeml-colona. T7se periods.
2. with eommaat
The Introduction of short quotations.
iiacamplei He said, **Clve me liberty.*
To Indicate the osnmlaslon of a verb.
'Example: Ho v%as editor and she, reporter.
S. with colons:
To introduce a series of words.
Ezam: le % The scores were: 8, S, and 9.
In expressing the time of day.
Siamples ^he paper ccraaos out at 5:15.
Figures
Use figures fori
Numbers over ten.
ISxerple: He is eight years old, and she is 12#
Dimensions, prices, dates, scores, per cents.
Examples; It la 3 degrees belo# zero.
For sums of money 
Do not start sentences and paragraphs with figures*
Quotation thw'k.a
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Use quotation marka:
Around slang expressions#
Examples; % e  election %ent over with a *beng*,
Kaanes ot books» plays, songs, readings, etc*
Examples: She read to us froc "The #ible"#
At the beginning of each quoted paragraph and at the end 
of the last one.
Parentheses
Do not use parentheses. If the material is not Important, leave 
it out#
Italics
Italics may be used as substitutes for quotation marks In titles# 
Do not overuse them. To indicate to the mriuter that you want italics, 
underline the word or letter,
Don*ts
Do not use;
nd, th, d, St, with a date#
Examples; This Is September 14#
A oouma between a name and Jr. or Sr,
Example; John Jones Sr.
Abbreviations for proper names, titles, Christmas, par cent, 
cents#
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Chapter Xnr
GoBBip.«.«I
CSosslp colurcuiÿ good and bad, are the most popular Itm&s In sny school 
paper. 'Hierafore, good or bad makes a gr ' '?t deal of difference.
If you are a conscientious editor and member of the Journalism Club, 
you do not want your paper to be the cause of trouble. And trouble it is, 
when angry parents call up your principal because some false scandal appear­
ed in your paper.
Sometimes things are printed that do not sound bed to you. Only 
your sponsor*s erperlenoe can foresee the effect of the things printed.
A Junior high school boy left home one day. for three days bis father 
and mother tried to locate him. They broadcast on the radio, the news­
papers wrote stories and printed his picture. Finally, from 300 miles away, 
the boy called.up# He said he just want «vŝ ay and now wanted to come b*?ck.
He missed two days of school and when he returned he was a "hero* in the 
eyes of many boys and girls who think t ay, too, would like to go away 
from home.
The school paper refrained from mentioning the boy*a name the rest 
of that year* The gossip column mi sad a good chance to make mnart 
rmaarks, but it was a good thing It did. The boy*s parents, after 
talking to him, forgave him and the whole affair was forgotten# Ihe boy 
was not made a hero because of something which was not at all heroic.
The school paper helped the boy by helping his parents and teachers* It 
used good judgment by not gossiping.
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Oosslp oolumna chould not link teaobere with itama that do not 
baeoma a teacher* %ara are no rulaa to follow* Ton do not need rules
If you uae coirmon sense and listen to the advice of your sponsor*
Rombmber the purpose of your school paper— to serve your eehool*
Do not suggest in any of your columns th it homo work is a nuisance, that
teachers are crahhy, that school is a waste of time*
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Ohmpter TV
The Printer*a Devil and His Boss
Xn olden days the boy who learned t e printing tra'e by serving 
as apprentice to a printer, was called the •printer’s d vil“.
He did everything around the shop. Mopped the floors, cleaned 
presses, picked up the type, aad learned f n nut it back in case.
Little by little, he learned to set type by hand to run "("he press* 
Eventually, he b oazr.e a printer.
Benjamin Franklin started that way# D%;t, now-a-days, boys can go to 
school to learn the printing trade and printer’s devils are no more.
If your school paper Is printed in the shop of your looml daily news* 
paper, there are many men engaged to print it and you do not know Just 
who the printer is. The publisher or manager is the man you will talk 
to and do business with*
If the paper is printed in a small shop, you trill probably find that 
the owner is also the man who sets the type and runs the press*
j&e is a skilled workman, knows the print' ng business better thah
you do end he will appreciate your common sense if you trust his judgment# 
However, a successful printer is a man who knows how to follow 
directions. He will try to do the things you tell him to do#
If you writ » a headline that Is too long, you cannot expect that 
printer to re rite it for you. If your duwmy make-up is not accurate, do 
not expect him to shorten stories for you. He will help you, but he will 
not do your work for you.
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Ifhere to have your paper printed
Kottoy i« always a problem# Bvea if your school paper has ample 
funds, you 111 want to get the most for your money.
I
Tlie noet eoononilcal way Is to print it In your cenlor h l ^  school 
shop, or your own shhooX shop#
1# By the mimeograph proeees 
2# By the rerpilar printing process
II
The next method is to have th<$ type set by a printer and have the 
type delivered to the school where the paper can ' e put together and 
printed# You can figure the cost of setting type as followst
1# Count the number of lines in one column of your raper.
Zm Èftiltiply this by the number of picas (or ems) in one line#
3# Multiply this by the number of columns you have in the naper.
4# Divide by 1000.
5# Multi ly this by 76 cents.
Example— ^or a 4 page paper with 12 coluons each, 15 picas wide, 
and 9 inches long, the total cost of the paper will bet
60 lines
15 picas la each line 
900 picas 
18 columns in 4 pages
10,600 picas - 1000 =10.3 
10.6 75 cents = $R*02
The cost of setting type may not always be 75 cents for e^oh 1000 
ems. It may be a little less in some parts of the Dnited States.
This method of printing in a school shop from type set by a 
commercial printer may not be practical in some oosaQunltiês# Your
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t jaoh«r i» î he only person uîio oan inquire about this, as hs or ehe knows 
about labor end union conditions* However, even In "labor" towns, the 
printers* unions are generous In tb »lr cooperation xlth educational 
projects.
Ill
More expensive, ut more satisfactory. Is to have the %hole nroject 
done by a printer, either your local newspaper shop or a smaller "job" 
printer.
This ciethod ulll cost about for 4 pages, 8 by 11 irichaa with 
columns.
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Chapter %V%
YOOR EDITORIAL STAT?
After the first Issue of the paper Is out, you should hegln 
helping the sponsor a little iwre. % e  heat way Is to organize the club 
or Joumallani class like a newspaper staff, giving certain members 
dtrflnlte duties to perform.
TOe staffs of school newspapers are often copied after +hose of 
real newspapers, working under the tea her, who la the managing editor, 
you can hove a news editor. Under the news editor you nay have a feature 
editor, a make-^up editor, a sport editor, an exchange editor and a staff 
of copy readers* You should also hava an e Itorlal board and a business 
manager who will work under the supervision of the sponsor*
The copy readers should be changed often while the other staff 
members may hold their respective positions for one semester.
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Editorial Buslneaa
boa d manage r
EDITOR Ma3cs«»tip
editor
Copy Sport*
Header* editor
fCrehaoge Feature
editor editor
Reporter*
The editorial board may be composed of the teacher* the editor 
and two or three other pupils. The duties of this group will consist
of selecting editorial topics and choosing the best editorials handed in.
Sverybocly in the entire j o u r n a l ! st^ff should be required to ^rite 
at least one editorial each montl;.
The business manager has charge of the money affairs* % l s  l*^^ortant 
member of the staff does not have to be a journalist. You may find a 
boy or girl in the school who Is good at arlthreatic and Mio is a good 
salesman «
The business naanager** duties eras
1, To sell advertisements or handle the sale of advertis*%ments.
Zm To turn the advertising copy desired by business men over to 
the sponsor of the school paper.
3* To tell the make-up editor how many inches of copy or space he 
has aold.
4. To collect subscriptions from the students* and handle the 
campaign to sell subscriptions.
5, Take the bills from the printer and other sources to the school 
principal** office so that they can be paid.
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6. Keep accurate books showing the expenses and the earnings of the paper.
7. Make out bills and collect from advertisers after the edver+lsa- ments have appeared.
8. Direct the circulation and distribution of the paper ; hen it coçnes 
out.
The business manager should be carefully chosen. Ho must be honest, 
ambitious and he should have a good busin ss head and be able to win the 
friendship of business men of your town. Do you know such a boy or girl?
Ihe Make-up Editor
The inak0-up editor is another who does not have to be a journalist 
as far os writing ability is concerned* A boy or girl who is artistically 
inclined, quick with the hands as well as with his or her head and one with 
plenty of Imagination and Ideas will be an asset to your staff.
The Editor
All the other members of the editorial staff must be wa iters as their 
work will consist of writing or guiding those who do the writing*
How are you going to pick your staff? There are a number of ways.
The various editors ray be appointed by the tea her, or you may select 
them. An election will be more democratic and give you an active part in 
the msnageiaent of the paper. However always trust the judgement of your 
sponsor in selecting editors who are responsible and capable.
Tou should trust the teacher because she knows th' t boys and girls 
who are popular may not be qualified. It is a fact to remwiber in electing 
people to any office. They must be able as well as popular.
The editor of the school paper will need the following qualifications;
1* It must be a pupils who has ideas for news.
Zm One who can make assignments and will be obeyed.
3, One v.ho will keep a calendar of events.
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4* It m e t  b« a student who la f-ood In English and who understands 
the Talus ot news# understands "Interest* and the importance of accuracy.
5# % e  eciltor has to decide the headline for each story and Indicate 
it by number so that copyreaders can write it.
6# The editor must be one who Is well liked in order to keep every 
member of the staff busy at all time.
7. The editor rust be willing to consult the teacher for ideas and advice.
6. The editor m e t  be one ^ho will represent the school paper before 
the pupils at assemblies and other occasions.
9. The editor will have to draw up tentative dummy aheets for each 
issue to help the make-up editor.
10. One who is willing and can be the boss to direct the work of 
other editors.
feature Editor
SametisEiSB» in large newspaper offices there Is a person -\ho does not 
seem to appear or act like the other members of the staff. Often this per­
son is a woman and often this person is a poet, a musician or an artist*
Of course this person is not different frora anyone else. It is just Imafçina- 
tiott and fiction writers who give this person a funny look. Actually It 
is the work he or she does that is different.
The pupil on your staff who collects poems, compositions and reviews 
from students outside of the regular paper staff Is the feature editor.
This boy or girl contacts students and teachers searching for feature 
material like drawings, cross word puzzles, rhymes, poems, essays, com­
positions, mystery stories and other suitable material#
Can you find such a person in your sohoolt That pupil should be one 
who likes to read, who kno^s something about literature, and one who can 
write well as he or she may occasionally write his or her own stories.
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Tt» Sport Editor 
Tho sport editor should not ll^lt his activities to athletics*
A boy is perhaps better luallfled for this position if he realizes 
that health ©ducat on is part of his iob* The school nurse as wall as the 
gym teacher should be his regular assignments. Other reporters may turn 
in stories to him and he will select the ones he wants*
Remember this about editors—  they are specialists^ they know a 
little more about certain phases of school life than the othor members of 
the staff, and In addition, they are leaders*
PAfiT THHM 
How to Organize a Bewap^per Club • 
A Veaohor-Pupil Manual
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Chapter XVII
TJI CHSR TAK2S CMAROK
Ttie f 1 ratîfSeeting of the Kewepaper Club»
SOIntroduotion by the teacher*
*The primary objective of the club is to publish the school paper*
It is not to make reporters and editors of the members of the club, al­
though you may think of it as one of a series of studies of vocations for 
yourselves*
**îlenibors of this gboup are alrea y #ood grammar students or are 
willing to work hard to improve their use of the English language*
*^%perlenee in this club will help you in mmny practical activities 
of life;
1* Writing enperienees-
a* Writing erpariences will be valuable in business and social 
correspondence*
b* Better results may be expected In senior high school, where 
a large amount of theme and composition Aork is raauired#
3* Oral experiences-
a. Interviews will help develop a number of desirable traits,
(1) the ability to talk with and to people*
30* % l s  is taken from the author*s revised plan b ok from which hs 
"lecturad* to bis class of seventh gracie purils*
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(2) the Ability to Bay important things In the briefest
possible time.
(3) the Ability to ask questions Instead of answering them
as is so often the ease In other sohool activities*
(4) the culture of a pleasant speaking voice*
3• Personality development-
a* Members of the club who beoome editors will gain valuable 
experience in managing people* Their executive ability 
will be tested ^nd they ^111 be given Instruction along 
that line*
b# All members of the club will develop more Confidence in them­
selves and in their abilities* They will have to talk with 
people vhoaa they like and people whom they dislike. Nacaosity 
will force them to be emotionally well balanced* They will 
have to appear friendly towards everyone at all times*
4* Developr-ent of Citizenship
a* Work on the school paper will contribute to better citizen­
ship because it is impo sible to turn out a paper If there 
is a lack of cooperation among the members of the staff*
A school paper must be a unit piece of work. It cannot be 
a patch uilt. The headline style must be uniform, the type 
must be uniform, the style of writing roust be uniform, and 
the editorials must not clash with each other* This club 
will help rembers fulfill one of life's most important rules* 
wQettlng along with people"* 
b* Like All other clubs in school this organization is based
on democratlo principles* Staff members will be elected from
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a list of qualified people* Ibat la the vcay leadership la 
acquired In a Deoiooracy. Democracy la the American vray of 
doing things.
•'Time ifclll not be wasted* This club will leam by doing. The 
school newspaper will be issued in fo ;r weeks from Friday. Here are the 
plans I**
GIt s  out Eieiseographed durawy sheet or demonstrate on the blackboard the 
tentative outline for the first issue#
Make assignments of stories for the first issue. (See Chapter X  
for suggestions.)
The Second Meeting of the Club 
Teacher gives out prepared style sheet and headline sohedule which 
have been mimeographed. Szplanation of the sheet takes some time and 
ample opportunity for questions is given.
Use remaining club period for writing heads on stories already 
turned in.
(See style sheet beginning pare 108 and headline writing page 63).
The Third Meeting of the Club 
Begin club period with a check up on assignments# Make extra 
assignments for ideas that may have been offered since the first meeting. 
Announce the point contest which has been planned as follows^
"A prize of#..#,will be awarded to the pupils winning the largest 
number of points in journalism club work. Points will be given for the
31. From the author*s revised plan book. This contest was not used 
as it did not agree with the policy of the school. It is given 
because children showed interest In it when first suggested.
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following achievomentfi for each isaua:
tot nawB «tory, not aasignad 10 points
Bast feature story, not assigned 15 *
Boat news story from regular assignment 5 *
Bast feature story from regular assignment 5 «
TR i ABOVF. 8T0RI1S BO SOT m V K  TO APP Atl IK PHIOT*
Best a eeptable Idea to Improve the paper 20 "
Best editorial rlnted 10 **
Best eolujTH printed 5 «
Best headline printed 10 "
Second best headline printed 5 *
**Another prize consisting of •••• will be given at the end of 
the semester to the pupil having the larges score udien the following 
points are added to those awarded in the per issue contest.
Member showln greatest interest and doing
best fork for the general welfare of club 20 points
Best *nose for news** IB **
Best advertising salesman S **
To tWLs will be added one point per inch of printed copy 
written by a eh member.
DK&%RIT3 against members who fail to keep an appoint-
meat 15 nolnts
DEMERITS against members who fail to get an
assignment, unexcused 20 points
Vvplanation-
Thf> points In the above contest are based on the value of the 
aseigPHKîuts. They may vary according to the teacher or conditions in
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Tarious echools. In this case advertising is not stressed, but accepted 
«hen volunteered. If advertising Is necessary to the support of the 
paper, more points may be^lven*
Such a point contest may not bo desirable vhoro the club ices not 
represent voluntary rzembership* In th school ^here the club Is an 
elective or an extra curricular activity and whose membership consists 
of the better pupils, reward for competition seems a justifiable nolicy 
to follow*
Fourth Meeting of the Club 
Stress the fact that time is getting short* Set a deadline* Ex­
plain the teim deadline*
Head some of the bast stories and editorials handed In so far*
Ask the group to select the best and to determine their values* If 
material Is plentiful ask the group to decide which to uae for the 
first Issue*
The Fifth Meeting of the Club 
Assume that the paper *111 make Its appearance during the next
meeting Of the club*
Write headlines for all stories available.
Check on stories thnt are not In.
2xpl'\in what has happened or v;hat Is hardening to the stories
that are B m t  to the printer* (See Chapter III).
Explain the time that I s  needod for com ositlon work and printing* 
Organize thj club for the dlst Ibution o- the ^aner at the next
meeting*
Appoint « temporary circulation onager to count paper., end to 
obtain a list of subscriber, in each roo in the «chool.
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Asie the club to < lecusa during what time of the day the neper 
should be distributed in order to essure- first, thet it will be rend 
leisurely by the students; seSond, that It *111 not cause any dis-
tuibsaCrt In tne regular school routine; thire, that pupils will take
the caper home for parents to read.
Assign pupils to study the reaction of readers to the first issue.
Ask then} to report In one week.
The Sixth Meeting 
The first issue Is out. Fold papers, count hem, and send them
out.
If there is time when the irerhers return, announce the election 
of the staff for the next meeting.
Crive Fier*b rs on outline of the qualifications for each office and 
an outline of ths organization to be used. (See Chapter TVT for ideas).
The Seventh Maeting 
Criticize the paper.
"Let's Bee our mistakes in print I"
Listen to reporta of the ccscracittee assigned to watch the reaction 
of the student body.
Fleet the staff.
The Eighth Meeting 
(A special staff meeting was held preceding this m eting).
Aanounce to tha group that It is now on Its own, that t".a pub­
lia Hing If tha paper will bo In tha hands of the newly eleetad editorial 
.taff and the reporters, and that every other iceetlng will be d^^oted 
to the study of writing. A mimeographed outline of this study Ip given
out.
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Tura the meeting over to the new editor who will rnake asslgnmonta 
for the next issue*
The Kinth Meeting 
Now tb^t the noshers of the group are in the swing of things and 
can be made to believe that they are running the paper, the advisor 
may egln a systematic study of newspaper production always stressing 
(1) iinglish- composition, interviews; (2) Manners- personal appearance, 
speech; (3) Citizenship; and (4) ConreXation with other school subjects 
and a.tlvities*
The Tenth Meeting 
This will be the first meeting taken over by the dditorial staff. 
Activities are suggested in the next chapter.
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Chapter X7XII
t o : (XUB PRESI':n:TT T'JCTIJ CHAHG3
chapter is especially for you^ Mr* President or Editor, 
as tha case  nny be* You may be a girl too, and that is just an vreXl 
because girls made good newspaper v.orkore* Tbaohar ill vfant to road 
thie also, and wo cannot stop her* But, it v/ill not do her any good, 
because the ideas ^Xven here are suggest tons for you to think bout 
and give to the class*
Ideas com© from ideas* All you hnve to do is to think cl arly,
with a definite objective in T:ind*
As man her 8 of the Journalism class or club, you have the jo b  of 
making the other members interested and ‘active, helping them engage 
in worthwhile educational work* Members have the duty of ublisblng 
the school paper for the other boys and girls in school, but, it is 
all right for them to think of themselves once In a while*
;Yh@n the paper la out and you haive time to relax from your reoort* 
lug duties, isn*t it a good idea to in a tivitiee that üvlll
help you be more efficient when time Is not so plentiful?
Exchange
one of the first acte of your editor should be to appoint an
exchange editor. % i e  editor can make a list of school* from all
United S t a t e s  and its p o s s e s s i o n s ,  w h e r e  y o u r  p a p e r  c a n  b eover
0«nt «ocompr.nleâ by letters adklng for an exchange of papers*
g@ch member of the ole sa may be assl ̂piad the writing of on© letter* 
gyg* if a school to which you write does not have a paper, the letter
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you obtain tn reply rill bo Imterooting*
If you prefer eendlmg let tore to echools thst have sohool papers you 
can get a H o t  from the Scholastic Press Association, University of 
Minnesota, or from your own state scholastic press association If there 
is one.
Her© Is a partial list of Junior High schools that have school
papers* liany, perhaps all of then will he glad to exchange with you—*
Junior High school, Gr at Falls, Montana
Junior High School, Billings, Montana
Junior High School, Helena, Montana
Junior High School, Shelby, Montana
Junior High School, ^aton Rovge, Loulslrma
Whittier Junior Hlgli School, Lincoln, Nebraska
School No* 41, Sefton and Bayonne Avenues, Beltlmore, Maryland
School No. 42, Barrington Road and Garrison, Baltiriore, ̂ryl-^nd
School No. 55A, 56th and Poole streets, Baltimore , Maryland
Junior High School, Lewi a town, ]&>ntana
Lake Junior High School, Denver, Colorado
Rest Side Junior High School, Hit le Rock, Arkansas
Th^ Wilson Fchool, Indianapolis, Indiana
Hoke Smith Junior High School, AtlantA, Georgia
Washington Junior High School, Duluth, Minnesota
Junior High School, .ulncy, Illinois
Junior Eigh School, Gary, Indiana
Junior High School, SAnta Barbara, California 
Mores Junior îllrh School, D nver, Colorado
Hie job of the exchange editor will be to collect the papers and 
f U a  them. They mist be kept In a place -here all meabere of the class 
eaa see them, but, the échange editor will be expected to report on
the things that other schools are doing.
gometlM s a story from anoth r school r.aper c n be printed in 
..«oor. .h©n you do this, the name of the paper from which theyour
la taken must appear at the end* This la called a "credit llnë"*gtory
j^ok for examples on page.• .. *
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The Morgue
The morgue is ^here dead persona ure kept for Identification*
But la a newspaper office tha morgue is the room where clippings of 
stories and pictures are filed away*
A member of the Journalism Club she - Id be appointed *̂ 0 ?per of 
the Morgue^* The whole elase can help clip stories from your own 
paper and frora outside rapera* The *%:8ep@r of the Morgue", who can 
be called librarian, will obtain a box or A drawer in which the clip­
pings oan be kept* neatly a ranged in alphabetical order. Any member 
of the class should be allowed to refer to the files for m terial#
% e  librarian ray also l e a m  to keep a c^rd file with information con­
cerning the teachers ?.nd prominent students of the school*
If the librarian is a ninth or eighth grade pupils, there should 
be an assistant librarian who is in the seventh grade so that there 
will always be seme one who knows what is in the morgue#
A Tfpe Case
Printing la an interesting hob^y* Many rrsen find It a great 
pleasure to have a S' all printing press at home where they c^n print 
books of poems and stories written by themselves or their friends* 
aaall hcane-slze printing presses are expensive. m e n  you are 
working for yourself you ray be able to afford one. But. there is 
no use ti im.ing about a printing press until you have learned how to
sat type*
jV good nroject for the boys of the Journalism Club is tha planning 
making of a type case. A type case Is the drawer in which the 
printer keeps h a alphabet, 3ach letter has its pl^ce and the nrlnter 
%Bow* ^ e r e  each letter of the alphabet Is in the case. He can pick
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ttp typa idly and accurstely.
A practice t:rpe ease for the use of your club ean be made of ca:’d- 
board. The divisions can also be of cardboard strips held In place 
with glua and tape,
A better type crj« con be made of ^ood Inthemfitnual training shop# 
13ie advantage of cardboard is that it is cheaper, and everyone in the 
d u b  can have one, xhe boys Can make two each, 6ae for themselves 
and one for the alrls*
The case should be inches high and Inches wide#
The compartments for the letters are not all the same size. There 
ere more e*s in the Engl 1 eh language than any ether letter, therefore, 
the space for e*a must be larger than the others, Div&eiona nust also 
be made for capital lett^^rs, spaces, p actuation marks, numbers and 
other pieces of ^etal necessary la setting type,
A few letters may be obtained from your printer. For practice 
you can write the letters of the alphabet on pieces of paper, Pieces 
of wood, cut exactly the dame height as type can also be made and used 
for practice#
When th© printer sets type ho places it In a holder called stlclf. 
Sticks con also be : ade of wood or stroog; cardboard. The method of 
holding the stick end of setting type can be explained to you by a 
printer or by your teacher. In one scliool, a boy from the senior 
higb school came to the junior high school and showed the pupils there 
how to set Vpe# Ask your teacher to make errargaments for you#
Sohool Assembly
jifter talking to your teacher, you may decide to psk tha Journalism 
(;lob to put on a play before the entire student body of the school#
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Play should have something to do with newspaper work.
^0  best way to handle thâs sug^'aetlon is to appoint a conmittee 
fire members to discuss plans. They '-ay decide to write the rlay 
theccsolves or use one already written. Perhaps the committee will 
décidé that a pro ram with music, recitations, talks will be better.
The Journalism Club in one school showed exactly how the school 
paper edited* The play showed tha editor giving out assignments 
and the reporters and copy readers hard at work. During the act on 
of the play a messenger boy came on the stag© to tell the ©dlto^ that 
the main story v;as all wrong and that all the facts had to be changed*
This happened tbr^e times, until the staff appeared ready to quit. 
Finally the rlay ended vlien th© members of the Journalism Club who 
were not in the play, walked In and handed out a real printed issue 
of the paper.
This ;ort of program is ©specially effective if presented at the 
close of th© school y ar*
Radio
A radio program on the stage Is another idea your committee 
might aant to consider. Real news of events of the school may be 
glT.n iu lac. of a prictad ie.ue of tha iiaper. You can have an 
announcer for -Club News-, one for sports, another for book reviews 
a -gossip eolumnlst- to close the program.
Word Study
Newspaper men, printers, columnist and otb r writers have a 
lan of their own. Ttmt is, you would tbink they have if you
ji0sr them talk to each other. This talk is called the jargon of 
j^t-intin^, and this jargon is made up of terms like the cnes listed
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hep#, ^ good dictionary or a High School book on Journalism will t^ll 
you what these words mean. Ahy not have the club spend its free mooents 
studying the jargon ot printing?
A* Dummy MatAdd Ears MorgueA.P. m. OverlineAssignment Sheet end Mark PicaBank Exchanges Pi lineBanner Extra PointBeat Feature ProofBold-face Feature Story ProofreaderBaxed Head Filler ReleaseBreak-over Font RewriteBy-line Foxm Rewrite ManCaption Futup# Book RuleChase Galley RunClean Copy Galley Proof ScoopCopy Guide lino SetCopyroader Hanging Indention SlugCredit Head StickCub Headline StickfulCut Insert StoryBate Book Jump Streamer Head
Dateline Jump Head Upper Case
Deadline Lay-o t Thirty or SO
Deck lead U. P.
Dirty Copy lower Case
Make-up
Mast-head
Collections
The ideas outlined here will give you something to think about.
And9 ir they do not, you can suggest ideas that are ore common uch 
as a trip to your local n©ws.^aper building, or talks by Journalists,
and writers who live in your city.
A very old idea is that of making a collection. Making a collection 
of printloR end newspaper matériel is en activity that you and your club 
can e^try on during the whole school year. By the end of the year you 
should have a collection sonsisting of slugs, mats, cuts, copy, type, 
clip inge* stick, furrltu e, proofs, leads, matrix, rules, and dashes.
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Add theee %orde to your list If you do not know %hat thoy are*
^ou can also rmke a collection of errors that appear In newspapers# 
Some are very hiinorous#
Miscellaneous
The editor of the school paper should appoint someone to keep the 
bulletin board In the editorial room alive with now material# Assign­
ments for coming Issues will be posted there and members of the club must 
take tha responsibility upon thmnselves to look at It as often as possible# 
The editor should encourage reading by setting the example. 
should give book reports end æatch for sa pies of good writing to bring 
to the class#
Later during the yaar, as the paper ir prove a In uality# it can be 
sent to a scholastic press association for criticism, or e v e n  entered In 
a contest, ihe club may v̂ lOh to subscribe to the Scholastic Editor, a 
magazine for hirh school papers.
Concluslon-
Tou can keep busy If you will. If you do you ill regret the end 
of school but not for long. In your newspaper club work you v^ll have 
learned to join heartily in the activities of life. Play hard and work 
hard. Do everything as well as you can with the Intention of doing 
it even better the next *M.me.
BlBLI0rrR4PHT
General bibliography of the materiale used in writing this 
woiriCÿ and an anotated list of references for teachers and readable 
books In journalifim for junior high school pupils.
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